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Summary
Several biological changes will occur in the arterial wall as a consequence of cardiological interventions, like balloon angioplasty or brachytherapy, in the treatment of
stenosis (narrowing) in arteries. In many cases, these changes lead to restenosis and
cause a decrease in the effect of the treatment. Brachytherapy is a local irradiation
of the arterial wall and is thought to influence the changes in the arterial wall and
decrease the negative effects of balloon angioplasty. To understand the adaptive processes that play a role in the response to cardiological interventions and to predict
the effects of balloon angioplasty or brachytherapy, a mechano-biological adaptation
model that describes the cellular, morphological, and mechanical response of the arterial wall can be helpful. Before such a model can be developed, the response of
the arterial wall to those cardiological interventions must be studied and quantified.
Here, the mechano-biological adaptation is studied in an in-vitro model. In such a
model, an excised arterial segment can be kept viable for longer time by clamping
it in an experimental set-up in which the relevant physiological circumstances, like
temperature, blood pressure, blood flow, and wall stretch, are mimicked and controlled. This in-vitro model is designed and coronary arteries excised from porcine
hearts that are obtained from the slaughterhouse are used. Furthermore, methods
to determine and quantify the cellular and morphological state of the arterial tissue
are developed. These methods are used to study the biological characteristics of the
arterial wall before and after cardiological interventions. Therefore, a number of
experiments are performed to test the in-vitro model and to determine whether the
cellular and morphological state of the arterial segment after culturing in the set-up,
without interventions, is similar to the state it is in just after excision. Subsequently,
experiments are performed in which cultured arterial segments are treated with balloon angioplasty, either or not followed by brachytherapy. Finally, to study whether
the results found can be translated in to a mechano-biological adaptation model the
in-vitro model is used to determine the mechanical characteristics of the arterial wall,
with or without vascular tone.
In chapter 1, a concise outline is presented of atherosclerosis, its treatment, and the
specific characteristics and problems related to interventional techniques.
In chapter 2, the in-vitro model that has been developed is described in detail together with the protocol that has been used for the preparation and nutrition of
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porcine coronary arterial segments. The main limitation of the model is that wall
shear stress and the circumferential strain applied to the arterial wall are relatively
low compared to the in-vivo situation. This may have influenced the cellular processes
to be studied. Although this limitation is present, this model is assumed to be representative to imitate the physiological environment in a coronary artery for short term
experiments and the global response to cardiological interventions could be studied
by using methods determining morphology, mitotic activity, metabolic activity and the
mechanical characteristics of the arterial wall.
In the study described in chapter 3, it is demonstrated that standard functionality
tests are not successful in porcine coronary segments. Furthermore, fluorescencebased metabolic activity analysis is not useful because of the autofluorescence of
elastin that is present in the arterial wall. The morphological tests used in this study
(H&E, MTC) stain the different components of the arterial wall, like cells, nuclei,
and collagen. In metabolically active cells, a tetrazolium salt (MTT) is converted
into another salt, named formazan. By measuring the concentration of formazan, the
metabolic activity of the cells within the tissue is determined. In mitotically active
cells, BrdU is incorporated into the newly formed DNA. With immunohistochemical techniques, the cells containing new DNA can be visualized. The morphological
(H&E, Masson Trichrome), metabolic (MTT), and proliferation (BrdU) analysis provide sufficient information on the response of the in-vitro cultured arterial segment.
In the next part of the study, reported in chapter 4, the specificity and sensitivity
of the MTT assay are tested and it is shown that the left circumflex coronary artery
(LCX) can serve as a control for the left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD).
It is found that the MTT assay has a biological variance of less than 20% and that the
response of the LCX after three different culturing protocols is the same as that of the
LAD. Therefore, it is concluded that the LCX could be used as a static control for the
dynamically in-vitro cultured LAD.
The effects of in-vitro culturing is further studied and described in chapter 5. The
changes in metabolic activity after 72h of culturing are determined. Surprisingly, the
statically cultured LCX shows more increase in metabolic activity than the dynamically cultured LAD. After prolonging the culturing time to 168h, this is reversed;
the LAD shows a significantly higher metabolic activity. It is not clear yet whether
the metabolic activity resembles the in-vivo situation. In the same samples, also the
changes in morphology and proliferation are determined. It is concluded that after
168h of culturing the arterial wall structure is maintained better by the application
of physiological mechanical loads as exerted by the in-vitro model. Furthermore, it
is shown that the proliferation of the vascular cells in the in-vitro set-up is increased
compared to reference data for the in-vivo situation. This is even more pronounced
in the dynamically cultured LAD. Therefore, it is concluded that dynamic in-vitro culturing benefits the maintenance of metabolic activity compared to static culturing.
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In the next part of this study, chapter 6, the cultured arterial segment is treated with
balloon angioplasty. This does not increase the metabolic activity of the vascular cells
but the proliferation increases more than 2-fold. The proliferating cells are mainly
located at the internal elastic lamina (IEL) side of the media and resulted in local
thickening of the media (neo-media formation), thereby decreasing the arterial lumen; a situation that might be a first step towards restenosis.
In chapter 7 it is shown that the sharp increase in proliferation as a result of balloon
angioplasty is inhibited when the angioplasty is immediately followed by brachytherapy. No new cells are identified near the IEL after brachytherapy. This treatment also
decreases the metabolic activity of the vascular cells.
In chapter 8, the mechanical characteristics of the coronary segments determined
just after excision are presented. The pressure-diameter relationships are measured
under normal or relaxed state of the vascular smooth muscle cells present in the arterial wall. It is shown that the mechanical characteristics of the arterial wall, expressed
by the distensibility, are not different for the normal and relaxed state at physiological pressures, although the inner radius increases significantly without vascular tone.
The stress-strain relationship is described by a constitutive model in which the artery
is represented as an distensible thick-walled tube that is made of a fiber-reinforced
matrix material. Although this model is presented as micro-structural, it becomes
clear that given the accuracy of the measurements and using one loading protocol
only, the computed material parameter set is not unique so that physiological interpretation of the parameters is hampered.
In conclusion, the in-vitro model developed in this study is suitable to study the response to catheter-based cardiological interventions. Adequate protocols to test and
quantify metabolic activity and cell proliferation are developed, although no specific
information on individual cells lines is obtained yet. The global changes in metabolic
activity, morphology and proliferation give a first glimpse into the effects of in-vitro
culturing and into the response to injury by balloon angioplasty or brachytherapy.
They form the basis for the development of adaptation models, that can give a first
prediction of the impact of interventions on the arterial wall. Further studies extending the culture period to more than 7 days and to specifying the response of individual
cell lines are mandatory for the further development of mechano-biological models.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

General introduction

In industrialized societies the number one cause of death is cardiovascular disease.
Heart disease can be present in many forms and it varies widely in severity. Sometimes it is congenital, but most often heart disease develops later on in life. Atherosclerosis of the coronary arteries is the most frequent manifestation of heart disease
in adults. It usually develops gradually and may go virtually unnoticed until the
moment that the narrowing of the coronary arteries turns that severe that part of
the heart muscle becomes ischemic. This stage of disease can be treated in several
ways, by using medication or performing percutaneous or surgical interventions. A
widely used catheter-based intervention technique is percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA): inflating a balloon or placing a so-called stent in a stenotic
(narrowed) coronary artery. The mechanical loads applied on the artery wall during
PTCA differ from the normal physiological situation. The loads are relatively high and
are applied locally aiming at revascularization of the stenosed artery by re-opening
(Grüntzig and Kumpe, 1979). The advantage of angioplasty is that there is immediate
success and the recovery is quick (Leimgruber and Grüntzig, 1985). A disadvantage is
that the effects of these interventions on the mechanical and cellular behaviour of the
artery are only poorly understood and for a substantional part unknown. In one out of
three patients narrowing recurs, a proces called restenosis (Holmes et al., 1984; Califf
et al., 1991; Bobbio et al., 1991). Restenosis is usually found within 6 months (Currier and Faxon, 1995; Fleisch and Meier, 1999) and repeated angioplasty or by pass
surgery is needed. In the past years, a technique was developed to prevent restenosis: after intervention the artery can be treated with coronary brachytherapy so that
the renarrowing process is delayed (Teirstein et al., 1997; Condado et al., 1997; King
et al., 1998; Meerkin et al., 1999). This is an intracoronary radiation therapy (ICRT)
where endothelial cells (ECs) and smooth muscle cells (SMCs) are exposed to ionizing radiation like γ - or β-rays. Another promising technique to prevent restenosis,
beyond the scope of this study, is the use of so-called drug-eluting stents (Moses et al.,
2003; Grube et al., 2003; Tanabe et al., 2003; Holmes et al., 2004). In this thesis, the
1
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effects of PTCA and brachytherapy on the cellular behaviour of the artery are being
studied. The results of this study can give a first prediction of the impact of these interventions on the arterial wall and form the basis of mechano-biological adaptation
models to be developed. In these models, adaptation processes that are involved in
the arterial remodelling after angioplasty together with the occurance of restenosis
are predicted. When developing a model for the adaptive reponse to cardiological
interventions, information about proliferative and synthetic activity of the vascular
cells and the structure and mechanical properties of the arterial wall is needed.

1.2

The coronary arterial system

The human heart is an highly efficient organ (Mayo Foundation, 2000). At rest, it
pumps about 5 litres of blood through the body each minute. During exercise, this
can even be increased to 20 - 25 liters per minute. Blood delivers oxygen and nutrients
to tissues and organs and is transported from the heart to other organs in the body
through the arteries. The main artery is the aorta, which branches into smaller vessels that ultimately end in capillary structures. The heart muscle itself is supplied with
blood by the coronary arteries branching from the first part of the aorta. These arteries can become narrowed, preventing the heart muscle from getting enough blood
and oxygen to supply the demand. This results in a hypoxia of the myocardial muscle
(ischemia), failure of adequate contraction or ultimately in myocardial infarction if
total occlusion of the coronary artery occurs. As mentioned above, this is the most
common heart disease and a manifestation of the more general arterial disease called
atherosclerosis. Some anatomic characteristics of the vascular system, in this case, of
the heart (consisting of the coronary arteries, the myocardial microcirculation supplying the heart muscle with oxygen, and coronary veins, that transport the blood back
to the right atrium of the heart) are shown in figure 1.1. The muscular wall of the left
ventricle of the heart is highly developed. By contraction of this muscle the blood is
pumped from the left ventricle into the aorta and to all parts of the body. The anterior
wall of the left ventricle and the interventricular septum, are generally supplied by
the left anterior descending artery (LAD); the lateral wall by the left circumflex artery
(LCX); and the posterior wall and lower part of the septum by the right coronary
artery (RCA). Arteries and veins have distinct structures (Robbins, 1994; Rubin and
Farber, 1999). Arterial walls are usually thicker because they have to withstand a
higher blood pressure. The absolute thickness of the wall gradually diminishes as the
vessel becomes smaller. At the same time the wall thickness-to-lumen diameter ratio,
the relative thickness, becomes larger.

1.3

Morphology

The vessel wall of a (coronary) artery consists of three basic structural constituents:
endothelium, smooth muscle, and connective tissue, including the elastic elements
elastin and collagen (Putz and Pabst, 1994). In the larger vessels three layers, an in-
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Figure 1.1: The coronary arteries (after Putz and Pabst (1994)).
tima, a media, and an adventitia can be distinguished (see figure 1.2). The intima is
composed of the lining endothelial cells (ECs) with minimal underlying subendothelial connective tissue. The intima is separated from the media by a dense elastic
membrane, the internal elastic lamina (IEL). The media is rich in elastin fibres, deposed in fairly compact fenestrated layers separated by alternating layers of smooth
muscle cells (SMCs). Beyond the media is the adventitia, a poorly defined layer of
connective tissue in which nerve fibres and vessels are dispersed perfusing the vascular walls, the vasa vasorum. The media is separated from the adventitia by another
elastic membrane, the external elastic lamina (EEL).
Endothelium and smooth muscle cells play an important role in vascular pathology.
Endothelial cells form a monolayer that lines the entire vascular system. They are
polygonal, elongated cells that have many pinocytotic vesicles and form tight junctional complexes with their neighbouring cells. The structural and functional integrity
of ECs is a fundamental requirement for maintenance of vessel wall homeostasis
(Ross, 1995; Wu and Thiagarajan, 1996). Vascular endothelium is a versatile multifunctional monolayer having many synthetic and metabolic properties. At first, it is
a semi-permeable membrane that controls the transfer of small and large molecules
into the arterial wall. The intercellular junctions are permeable for small molecules
but do not permit transfer of large ones. Under the influence of hemodynamic factors
the intercellular junction can get labile and the endothelium becomes more permeable (Fry, 1968; Caro and Nerem, 1973; Chien et al., 1981). Second, ECs play a role
in the maintenance of a nonthrombogenic blood-tissue interface, the regulation of
immune and inflammatory reactions, the regulation of blood flow and vascular resistance. So, endothelium is of major importance in the interaction between blood and
tissue. Injury to the ECs may lead to formation of thrombi or initiation of atherosclerosis (Ross, 1995; Boyle et al., 1997). Pathogenic stimuli which may be endogenic
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or environmental such as smoking, high blood pressure, or unfavourable nutritional
behaviour often lead to several types of (reversible) changes in the ECs. This may
result in endothelium dysfunction.

Figure 1.2: Cross-section of an elastic artery (after Ross and Glomset (1976)). The
internal elastic lamina (IEL) is situated between the intima and the media; the external elastic lamina (EEL) between the adventitia and the media.
The smooth muscle cells are capable of many functions, including vasoconstriction
and vasodilatation in response to normal (Cooke, 2000) or pharmacologic stimuli
(Cox, 1976; Frobert et al., 1996b). They also are an important element of vascular
reparative processes and proliferation diseases. SMC proliferation is an important
response to vascular injury (Haudenschild, 1989; Currier and Faxon, 1995). Small
injuries, like local endothelial loss, can be repaired by migration and proliferation of
ECs only. More extensive or chronic injuries induce a more complex repair process
involving SMC proliferation and migration from the media to the intima through the
IEL (Clowes and Schwartz, 1985; Clowes et al., 1989). The damaged vascular wall
is reconstructed, forming a neointima including new endothelium. Under certain circumstances, the healing response becomes exaggerated which results in intimal thickening or hyperplasia (Massman and Östreich, 1976; Schwartz and Ross, 1984). This
hyperplasia in combination with SMC migration, deposition of lipids, and repeated
restrictive remodelling results in atherosclerotic plaques and narrowings in an artery
as described above. When severe narrowing or plaque rupture occurs within the coronary arteries, angina pectoris, ischemic heart disease, or myocardial infarction may
result.

1.4

Treatment of atherosclerotic heart disease

Once atherosclerotic narrowings have developed in coronary arteries, several treatments can be applied to balance the supply of blood flowing to the jeopardized heart
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muscle, depending on the severity of the disorder. At first, medical treatment can be
started to prevent blood clotting, to decrease oxygen demand, or to increase oxygen
supply to the threatened heart muscle. When the stenosis within the arteries becomes
functionally significant, coronary angioplasty, or by pass surgery may be needed. The
principle of coronary angioplasty, also called percutanous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA), is based upon removing the stenosis by a catheter-based intervention from either the groin (femoral artery) or the arm (radial or brachial artery). A
catheter is inserted into the peripheral artery through a small incision and guided
through the artery to the aortic root, and placed into the ostium of the coronary
artery. Then a second, thinner catheter, tipped with a miniature deflated balloon is
inserted through the first one over an ultra thin (0.36 mm) guidewire. Next, the balloon is inflated, pushing the plaque into the wall of the coronary artery and instantly
restoring an adequate lumen for blood flow (see figure 1.3).

A

B

C
Figure 1.3: Balloon angioplasty: A) a stenotic artery B) the catheter with inflated
balloon C) the lumen area is retrieved.

Limitations of this procedure are that it can be optimally applied for obstructions that
are not too hard, too long or odd-shaped, and that within a few months the artery
may narrow again (Weintraub et al., 1993; Popma et al., 1991; Hermans et al., 1991;
Bobbio et al., 1991; Califf et al., 1991; Berger et al., 1992; Gibson et al., 1993). Because of the balloon inflation the plaque may crack and the remaining edges can allow
growth of new plaque. Furthermore, the arterial tissue may respond to the vascular
wall injury induced by the balloon, or the high mechanical loads by remodelling or
elastic recoil. All these processes may result in restenosis.
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1.5

Restenosis and its prevention

Clinical correlation studies and randomized clinical trials have identified risk factors
for restenosis, such as diabetes, prior restenosis, total occlusion or location of the
LAD (Popma et al., 1991; Hermans et al., 1991; Bobbio et al., 1991; Califf et al.,
1991; Berger et al., 1992; Gibson et al., 1993; Weintraub et al., 1993), however their
predictive power is weak: risk factors related to PTCA are, likewise, weak predictors. Restenosis may occur after successful PTCA, because the late loss is to some
extent proportional to the initial gain, suggesting that restenosis is proportional to
the degree of injury (Kuntz et al., 1993). The effect of PTCA on the geometry of the
arterial lumen immediately after treatment (Lyon et al., 1987; Potkin and Roberts,
1988) or the effect on the morphology of the arterial wall after some months has
been studied thoroughly in clinical (autopsy) studies, by normal observation (Zarins
et al., 1982), histology (Gorden et al., 1990; Waller et al., 1991a), or intravascular
ultrasound (Potkin et al., 1992; Coy et al., 1992; van der Lugt et al., 1995; Kok et al.,
2000) (a review can be found in Casscells et al. (1994)). Although they have increased knowledge, the time course and mechanisms of restenosis are still not fully
understood. Here the current consensus will be outlined.
Restenosis reflects a cascade of molecular and cellular events within the vascular wall.
Injury of the blood vessel leads to the release of numerous vasoactive, thrombogenic,
and mitogenic factors. Within this cascade, two major processes can be discerned: arterial remodelling and neointimal hyperplasia (Post et al., 1994; Rajagopal and Rockson, 2003). Arterial remodelling occurs naturally in atherosclerosis (Glagov et al.,
1987; Post et al., 1995). Coronary arteries often enlarge in response to plaque formation as a compensatory response that limits narrowing of the vessel lumen. This
favourable remodelling can occur after angioplasty but unfavourable remodelling can
also ensue, contributing to restenosis. The underlying mechanisms involve collagen
production (Riessen et al., 1996), adventitial thickening (Shi et al., 1996a), and vessel constriction (Mintz et al., 1996). Neointimal hyperplasia involves migration and
proliferation of smooth muscle cells into the intima (Miano et al., 1993; Pakala et al.,
1997) and formation of extracellular matrix (Wilcox et al., 1996). The time course
of restenosis can be inferred from data on injury of e.g., rat carotid arteries, from
other animal models, and from autopsy studies (Potkin and Roberts, 1988; Schwartz
et al., 1990; Farb et al., 1990; Gorden et al., 1990; Waller et al., 1991b; Correa et al.,
1991; Nobuyoshi et al., 1991; Casscells, 1992). Endothelial removal and endothelial
death, as well as some smooth muscle death, smooth muscle separation, and smooth
muscle stretch, occur within seconds of injury. Over the course of several minutes
there is platelet attachment, release, aggregation, and coagulation. During the first
few days, endothelial and smooth muscle cells and macrophages proliferate and migrate. Over several weeks, synthesis, maturation, and contraction of the extracellular
matrix take place, in addition to a process of remodelling in which the whole vessel
may get larger or smaller. Endothelial removal exposes collagen and releases tissue
factors which results in thrombosis. Thrombosis is a function of inflammation, vasoconstriction, and endothelial dysfunction (Falk, 1991; Wu, 1991; Harker and Mann,
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1992; Buja and Willerson, 1994). Dysfunctional endothelial cells overexpress several
activators and growth factors, leading to smooth muscle cell activation and growth.
Loss of nitric oxide, proteoglycans and other activators due to endothelial removal
may also result in thrombosis, vasoconstriction, inflammation, and growth (Radomski
et al., 1987; Loskutoff and Curriden, 1990; Agostini and Rosenberg, 1991; Shepherd
et al., 1991; Clowes, 1992; Vane and Botting, 1992; Scott-Burden and Vanhoutte,
1993). Endothelial rupture causes release of fibroblast growth factors from the cells
and their extracellular matrix (Baird and Ling, 1987). The enzymes involved in this
process are also mitogenic for smooth muscle cells (Vu et al., 1991). The stretch of
smooth muscle cells activates ion channels, which directly promotes smooth muscle
cell activation and growth (Meininger and Davis, 1992), as does rupture of the internal elastic membrane (Penn et al., 1994). Endothelial dysfunction is also caused by
stretch. So, vascular smooth muscle cell activators and growth after balloon injury
are thought to involve multiple mechanisms (Meininger and Davis, 1992) (see figure
1.4).

stretch

vasoconstriction

release of
growth factors

release of
platelet mitogens

loss of NO,
proteoglycans,
activators

secretion of mitogens from
EC, macrophages, SMC

SMC activation

growth

Figure 1.4: Multiple mechanisms contribute to smooth muscle cell activation and
growth (after Casscells et al. (1994)).
In these ways, restenosis may occur, necessitating re-PTCA. To prevent restenosis a
stent can be placed. A stent is a metal tube-shaped framework. Some stents are
self-expanding, others are plastically expanded by a balloon. A stent supports the
interior walls and prevents arterial remodelling or recoil (see figure 1.5). Unfortunately, proliferation of SMCs and migration of SMCs into the intima is not inhibited
so lumen narrowing as a result of neointimal hyperplasia still may occur within the
stent. Furthermore, stents attach to the endothelium thereby influencing its regulatory function. Blood clotting can accelerate restenosis so medication to prevent
clotting is necessary. Using stents, restenosis rates have decreased from over 30%
to 20% (Fleisch and Meier, 1999). Nowadays, also drug-eluting stents are available.
The stents are coated with anti-clotting medication or proliferation inhibitors. These
pharmacological agents are slowly released into the tissue or into the blood and show
promising results (Degertekin et al., 2002; Moses et al., 2003; Grube et al., 2003;
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Tanabe et al., 2003; Holmes et al., 2004).

A

B

C
Figure 1.5: Stent placing: A) a stenotic artery B) the catheter with stent is inserted
and the balloon is inflated C) lumen area is retrieved.
Brachytherapy (BT) can also prevent restenosis. After PTCA or stent placement a
catheter with radioactive grains is positioned at the target area. Vascular cell culture experiments (Rubin, 1984, 1989; Fareh et al., 1999) gave insight in the response
to ionizing radiation. This ionizing radiation results in immediate cell death in the
surrounding tissue and inhibits cells from proliferating and thereby inhibiting SMC
migration and proliferation into the intima (Alberts, 1994; Rubin, 1988). Later on,
brachytherapy was performed in clinical studies using different radio-active sources
(Condado et al., 1997; Meerkin et al., 1999) and delivered doses (King et al., 1998).
Despite the many studies on the effect of PTCA, stenting, and brachytherapy, much
of the underlying mechanisms are not yet understood. In this study an in-vitro model
that can contribute to unravel some of the many aspects of these mechanisms is proposed. To predict the adaptation process after intervention, information about proliferative and synthetic activity of the vascular cells and the structure and mechanical
properties of the arterial wall is needed.

1.6

Adaptation models

In the past years, several models to describe the adaptation of the arterial wall due to
changes in blood pressure or flow were developed (Fung et al., 1993; Rodriguez et al.,
1994; Rachev et al., 1998; Taber, 1998). These models are based on the hypothesis
that the arterial response is directed to maintain certain mechanical characteristics
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such as medial stress, flow-induced shear stress and arterial compliance. During
adaptation, proliferative activity of the vascular cells results in eccentric media hypertropy or hypertropic remodelling, called geometrical adaptation (Mulvany et al.,
1996). The increase in proliferative activity of the vascular cells is accompanied by
an increase in synthetic activity (collagen and fibronectins production) which results
in a change in mechanical properties of the arterial wall, called structural adaptation (Matsumoto and Hayashi, 1994). The mechanical properties are not changed
by the increase in collagen content only, also the direction in which the collagen fibres are embedded may adapt (Driessen et al., 2004). Besides these two adaptation
processes the arterial wall can also adjust vascular smooth muscle contractility properties or tone (Rachev and Hayashi, 1999; Fridez et al., 2001). As described above
(section 1.5), both the geometrical and structural adaptation processes are involved
in the arterial remodelling after angioplasty together with the occurence of intimal
hyperplasia. When developing a model for the mechano-biological adaptive reponse
to cardiological interventions, information about proliferative and synthetic activity
of the vascular cells and the structure and mechanical properties of the arterial wall
is needed.

1.7

Aim and outline of this thesis

The main aim of this thesis was to acquire more insight into processes leading to
restenosis as a consequence of angioplasty. The pathophysiology of restenosis is complex and incompletely understood (Currier and Faxon, 1995), so more insight in the
development of the restenosis process is needed. Knowledge about coronary arterial
wall structure, function, mechanical properties and especially response to injury is
necessary (Califf et al., 1991). Here, the effects of interventions on the cellular behaviour of the artery are studied. Together with the use of mechano-biological adaptation models, these results can give a first prediction of the impact of interventions
on the arterial wall. For that purpose, in this study, an in-vitro model of the vascular
wall is taken as a point of departure. In the first three chapters of this thesis the
methodology to study the responses is outlined. An experimental set-up was developed in which coronary arterial segments can be conditioned, perfused and loaded
under physiological conditions, such that the tissue viability and morphological integrity is maintained over a period of time. In this model interventions can be carried
out and responses to these interventions can be studied. To our best knowledge, such
a model has not been developed or described before. In chapter 2 the requirements
for the new in-vitro model are discussed and the corresponding model is designed.
The performance of the apparatus is compared with the in-vivo situation. Maintaining and monitoring viability during in-vitro culturing is paramount, and techniques
to determine the response of the artery after angioplasty were needed. Therefore,
methods to test and monitor the viability and integrity of the arterial specimens in
the in-vitro model are discussed in chapter 3. Both animal and human specimens
were used to get more insight in arterial wall structure, viability, and function. In
the following chapters, specific tests to monitor metabolic activity, morphology and
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proliferative behaviour are used to study the differences between porcine coronary
arteries just after excision and after 168h of (in-vitro) culturing as well as response
to PTCA or brachytherapy. Although the effect of PTCA on the arterial wall has been
studied thoroughly in clinical and autopsy studies or animal models, experiments in
a well controlled physiological environment like the in-vitro model can give additional insight in the short term effects. Furthermore, the effects of other cardiological interventions, like brachytherapy, can be studied. In chapter 4 the changes in
metabolic activity due to different culturing protocols are determined to get insight
in the usefulness and accuracy of the metabolic activity test. In chapter 5, it is explored whether the arterial segment is still viable after 72h or 168h of culturing in
the in-vitro model and whether the applied mechanical loads are beneficial. This was
done by determing the differences in metabolic activity, proliferation and morphology
of the arterial segments after 72h or 168h of culturing, either dynamically loaded or
statically unloaded. In chapter 6, balloon angioplasty is performed in the cultured arterial segments to investigate the response in metabolic activity and proliferation due
to the high mechanical loads. To study whether ionizing radiation inhibits this response, the balloon angioplasty is followed immediately by brachytherapy in chapter
7. In table 1.1, the methods to evaluate the response, metabolic activity, proliferation
and morphology, are outlined together with the different experiments performed on
the coronary arterial segments; dynamic or static culturing and treated or not treated.
The numbers indicate in which chapter the specific experiment is descibed.

Table 1.1: Overview of the experiments decribed in the following chapters.
hours after excision
culturing method
treatment
metabolic activity
proliferation
morphology

0

72
stat

72
dyn

168
stat

168
dyn

4,5,6,7
5,6,7
6,7

4,5

5

5
5
7

5,6,7
5,6,7
6,7

168
dyn
PTCA
6
6
6

168
dyn
PTCA & BT
7
7
7

stat = static culturing, dyn = in-vitro dynamic culturing, PTCA = percutanous
transluminal coronary angioplasty, BT = brachytherapy.

Besides sorting effects on cellular level, interventions influence the mechanical behaviour of the arterial wall due to arterial remodelling. Therefore, the set-up was
used to test mechanical characteristics of the coronary arterial segments. Although in
these experiments only the mechanical behaviour just after excision was determined,
characterization of the mechanical behaviour can also be done after an intervention
is performed. Chapter 8 describes the adjustments to the set-up and the mechanical
properties measured. Knowledge about the response on mechanical level may lead to
the development of an adaptation model, like in Fung et al. (1993), Rodriguez et al.
(1994), or Rachev and Hayashi (1999). By expanding such a model with information
about proliferation and histology, a prediction of the impact of interventions on the
arterial wall can be made.

Chapter 2

Design of the in-vitro culturing
device
2.1

Introduction

To obtain knowledge about coronary arterial wall structure, function, mechanical
properties, and response to injury as induced by cardiological interventions, a model
for culturing coronary arterial segments in-vitro has been developed. That set-up
has been designed to study short term responses of the segments and its constituent
cells to relevant clinical cardiological interventions such as balloon angioplasty or
brachytherapy. In-vitro artery cultures are more physiologic than cell cultures and
less costly and more easily controlled than in-vivo models. Caro and Nerem (1973)
performed one of the first studies in which an in-vitro artery culture represented an
alternative technique for studying vascular structure and function. More than ten
years later, Tedgui developed an organ culture system in which rabbit thoracic aorta
segments could be perfused and pressurized for several days at independently variable flow rates and pressures (Bardy et al., 1995; Lehoux and Tedgui, 1998). With
this set-up the pathways from mechanical signals acting on the vessel wall to the
generation of biochemical responses were studied. Later, Stergiopulos developed an
ex-vivo artery support system (EVASS) based on the one built by Tedgui and reported
culturing periods of porcine carotid arterial segments up to seven days (Porret et al.,
1998; Zulliger et al., 2000). Ku reported similar culturing periods is his studies of
porcine carotid arteries (Chesler et al., 1998, 1999). All these systems showed that
with a physiological temperature, sufficient oxygen saturation, a well-chosen culture
medium and applied pressure and flow the vascular cells could be kept viable up to
seven days. There was little loss of DNA content, enzyme activity or the reaction to
pharmacological stimuli like norepinephrine. However, these systems were only designed for larger and non-coronary arteries with a diameter of 5 - 10 mm and only
flow, intraluminal pressure, and pre-strain were applied to the arterial samples. Cyclic
axial elongation, essential in the coronary arteries, was not considered. Although the
11
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pre-strain of aortic, carotid, or femoral arterial segments, as maintained by arterial
tethering to contiguous tissue, is 40 to 65 % (Learoyd and Taylor, 1966; Jackson et al.,
2002) the cyclic axial strain as a result of blood pressure or flow is less than 1% and
may be neglected (Frobert et al., 1996b). In the case of coronary arteries the diameter
is smaller, and because of their unique location on the contracting and relaxing heart,
the cyclic axial strain is important and has a value up to 15% (Waldman et al., 1996).
Up to now, it is not clear if cyclic elongation of coronary arteries in a physiologic culture environment can be neglected so physiologic loads including cyclic axial strain
should be applied in such in-vitro set-ups. Consequently, our aim was to develop an
experimental set-up in which coronary arterial segments with a diameter as small as 2
mm can be conditioned, perfused, and loaded under physiologic conditions including
cyclic physiological axial strain. Additionally, the set-up must be suitable to perform
cardiological interventions on the arterial segment. First, the physiological hemodynamical characteristics are translated to requirements for the applied mechanical
loads in the set-up. After that, the design of the organ cultured bath is outlined. Besides designing an organ culture bath, a way to apply the mechanical loads, and to
perform interventions, care was taken to optimize the arterial preparation and nutrition. Furthermore, details about how arteries are cultured under in-vitro dynamic and
static conditions are outlined as these conditions will be used in future experiments.

2.2

Methods

Basic considerations
Only mimicking the physiological environment, like temperature, nutrients, oxygen
and humidity alone is not enough. Mechanical stimuli are believed to be necessary
for the vascular cells to maintain their functional integrity (Horsch, 1977; Zhao et al.,
1995). In-vivo, the pulsating blood flow and pressure induce wall shear stress and
circumferential stretches, respectively. Simultaneously, the contracting and relaxing
heart muscle extends the coronary arteries axially. In a local co-ordinate system,
based on a straight artery segment, the loads are defined as: wall shear stress (τ w )
on the luminal interface and circumferential (εθθ ) and axial stretching (εzz ) on the
interior of the arterial wall (see figure 2.1).
A normal adult person, at rest, has a heart rate between 60 and 80 beats per minute
with a systolic and diastolic pressure of 120 and 80 mmHg (16 and 10 kPa) respectively. The shear stress is about 1.0 - 2.0 Nm−2 in straight arteries (Galbraith et al.,
1998) and the circumferential stretch is usually described as the proportional differences in diameter as result of a pulsating flow but its value is, as is the case for axial
stretch, fairly unknown. It is assumed that the circumferential stretch is about 5 to
10%. Blood flow and pressure in the coronary arteries are related to those circulation characteristics but differ from flow and pressure in other arteries because of their
unique location and flow pattern. Flow in the left anterior descending coronary artery
(LAD) and (aortic) pressure are described by Berne and Levy (1967). Situated on the
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Figure 2.1: Physiological loads applied on the coronary vascular wall: wall shear
stress (τw ) induced by blood flow (v̄ ), circumferential strain (εθθ ) induced by blood
pressure ( p) and axial strain (εzz ) resulting from the axial force ( F ) that is induced
by the beating heart.
heart muscle, the coronary arteries are elongated by the contraction and relaxation of
the heart resulting in an axial strain εzz . The axial extension of the coronary arteries is
related to the volume change of the heart. At the end of the diastolic phase the heart
is at its largest volume and the coronary arteries are stretched maximally. When fully
contracted (end-systolic phase) the arteries have minimum length. Assuming that the
heart is spherical and the coronary arteries are situated on the perimeter of the heart,
volume-changes during the heart cycle can be used to calculate relative changes in
coronary arterial length. Volume data from a heart contraction simulation (Kerckhoffs, 2001) are used to get a periodic function of the axial strain. The physiological
loads are outlined in figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Physiological loads during one heart cycle: left coronary flow [ml min−1 ]
(left), aortic pressure [kPa] (middle), and axial strain [-] (right).
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Pulsatile pressure and flow are coupled (Beyar et al., 1993) and the strain signal has
a somewhat inverse relationship to them. In the strain signal the isovolumetric contraction and relaxation phase are clearly shown. In the experimental set-up that was
developed, the important characteristics of these periodic loads, frequency, amplitude
and phase shift, can be controlled and applied to arterial samples. Futhermore, the
set-up is suitable for doing clinical intraluminal interventions, like balloon angioplasty
and brachytherapy, within the arterial segment that is cultured.

Culturing device
After being excised from the heart, the arterial segment is clamped between two
stainless steel tubes , one of which may be moved axially. Together with the tubes,
that have an inner diameter of 3 mm and an outer diameter of 6mm, the segment
is immersed in cell culture medium inside a polycarbonate organ bath. The vessel
is perfused with cell culture medium with a roller pump. After leaving the vessel,
the medium passes through the polycarbonate organ bath where it is oxygenated by
diffusion. From the bath, the medium returns to the pump. Silicone tubes with a
diameter of 5 mm are connected to the stainless steel tubes, pass through the roller
pump and end up in the organ bath. Twohunderd milliliters of cell culture medium
are necessary to fill the perfusion circuit formed by the silicone tubes and the organ
bath. One of the stainless steel tubes is connected to an extension device while the
other is restrained from movement. The movement of the extension device, and so
the axial elongation of the vessel, is generated with a computer controlled linear actuator and controller (PI 235.5 DG and C842, Physik Instrumente, Germany). The flow
rate is measured with a flow transducer (SKALAR, The Netherlands) and the transmural pressure with a pressure wire (PressureWire, RADI Medical Systems, Sweden).
The set-up is shown in figure 2.3. All signals are monitored with a multi I/O data
acquisition adapter (PCI-MIO-16-E4, National Instruments, USA). The set-up and the
data acquisition hardware are controlled with LabVIEW (National Instruments, USA).

Arterial nutrition and preparation
The in-vitro model was used to test arterial wall responses from coronary arteries
that were cultured under physiological conditions including the mechanical loads
mentioned above. This was called dynamic culture. For control, an other coronary
artery segment was placed in a physiological environment that was identical to the
one in the organ culture bath but without mechanical loading, called static culture.
The coronary arteries were excised from fresh porcine hearts obtained from 5 months
old pigs of approximately 100 kg. The hearts were transported from the slaughterhouse with intact pericardium to the laboratory on ice-cold phosphate buffered saline
solution (PBS).
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the experimental set-up in which an arterial
segment is cultured under physiological conditions and in which interventions can be
done: a) organ bath b) actuator c) extension device d) pump e) flow sensor f) PressureWire sensor. The actuator and the sensors are connected to a PC with application
and acquisition board.
Dynamic culture
Under sterile conditions the pericardium was opened and the LAD located. First
the LAD was opened on the proximal side and a vessel cannula (30005, Medtronic,
The Netherlands) was inserted. A polypropylene 3/0-suture wire (Ethicon, Johnson&Johnson, The Netherlands) was used to tie the artery to the cannula, adapted at
one end to fit the artery and with a LUER lock at the other end. Thereafter the arterial segment was continuously perfused with cell culture medium, Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) complemented with streptomycin [100 IU mg−1 l−1 ],
penicillin [100 IU mg−1 l−1 ], amphotericin [0.5 mg l−1 ], and vancomycine [50 mg
l−1 ] and 2% bovine serum (Bardy et al., 1995; Porret et al., 1998), through that can-
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nula. The side branches of the LAD were closed with suture wire. The procedure
was repeated for the distal end of the LAD. After inserting the cannula, the in-vivo
length of the LAD segment was measured. Because of the curvature of the heart a
marked wire was used to determine the distance between the point where the LAD
was fixed to the cannula at the proximal side and the point where it was fixed to the
distal cannula. Thereafter, the LAD was completely excised and easily connected to
the perfusion circuit with the LUER lock connections. Care was taken to avoid torsion
of the coronary artery. After connecting the stainless steel tubes to the axial strain
device, the LAD was stretched until the measured in-vivo length was fully regained
thereby applying a static pre-strain. The time between the excision of the heart at the
abattoir and connection of the LAD segment to the perfusion system is less than 90
minutes. The organ bath and the perfusion system were filled with the cell culture
medium. Immediatelly thereafter, dynamic physiological loads were applied to the
arterial segment. The entire set-up was placed inside a C02 -incubator with 5% C02 ,
37◦ C, and 100% relative humidified atmosphere.
Static culture
After the LAD, the left circumflex coronary artery (LCX) was excised. The side branches
were cut and axial stretching of the coronary artery was avoided. After excision, the
arterial segment was rinsed with cell culture medium and placed in the organ bath
without connection to the perfusion system or axial extension device but freely floating in the surrounding cell culture medium. Note that there is also no static pre-strain.

2.3

Results

The main characteristics of the in-vivo physiological applied loads (figures 2.1 and
2.2), like frequency, maximum and minimum value, were used to reconstruct the
physiological environment. In table 2.1 the resulting applied loads are outlined. The
applied intraluminal pressure, flow and axial strain are sinusoidal. The axial strain
is out of phase with flow and pressure. Although pressure and flow are out of phase
in-vivo, they are close to being in phase in this set-up. The values of flow and axial
strain are representative for the physiological situation. For the intraluminal pressure,
the amplitude and maximum values are not reached, due to leakage of the vessel that
hardly could be prevented.

Table 2.1: Characteristics of the performance of the in-vitro set-up.
load
pressure
flow
εzz

mean
6 kPa
60 ± 2 ml min− 1
1.05 * l

amplitude
2 kPa
0.05 * l

frequency [Hz]
1
1

l = in-vivo length of the artery.
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Discussion

The arterial wall is subjected to mechanical loads that are applied by blood flow and
pressure. The resulting wall shear stress acting on the luminal interface and the
axial and circumferential strain acting on the interior of the arterial wall influence
cellular processes and arterial wall structure (Kamiya and Togawa, 1980; Langille
and O’Donell, 1986; Zarins et al., 1987; Masuda et al., 1999; Dobrin, 1983; Wolinsky
and Glagov, 1967). The viscosity of the cell culture medium that was used did not
resamble the viscosity of blood and therefore the wall shear stresses are rather low.
This can influence the metabolic activity and cell differentiation in the arterial wall
(Zhao et al., 1995; Malek and Izumo, 1996; Han, 1997; Galbraith et al., 1998). Due
to leakage, the intraluminal pressure is low compared to the physiological situation.
The circumferential strains are lower than in-vivo. This can effect the endothelial
and smooth muscle cell orientation (Buck, 1980; Dartsch and Betz, 1989; Iba and
Sumpio, 1991; Birukov et al., 1995) or the production of extra cellular matrix (Bardy
et al., 1996). The mechanical loads as applied here do not completely mimic the
in-vivo situation but considering the practical limitations this model is sufficiently
representative to imitate the physiological situation in a coronary artery for our short
term experiments. This set-up will be useful for studying the effects of interventions
on the arterial wall. In a first series of experiments the changes in tissue viability
and structure after 3 or 7 days in a dynamic in-vitro culture will be studied and
compared to changes after 3 or 7 days in a static culture. In the second series of
experiments a part of the in-vitro cultured coronary artery will be treated with balloon
angioplasty and the results will be compared with untreated parts. The effects of
brachytherapy following balloon angioplasty will be studied too. Finally, The set-up
is used to etermine the mechanical characteristics of the coronary arterial wall.
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Chapter 3

Viability assessments in in-vitro
coronary arterial tissue
3.1

Introduction

Although it is widely assumed that arteries and veins remain viable for some time
after dissection, there is no unequivocal method to quantify viability in an ex-vivo
arterial tissue segment. Therefore an important step in this study was to investigate whether the in-vitro cultured arterial segments, and the cells therein, were still
viable over time. To find an appropriate procedure to examine tissue viability and
SMC proliferation several methods were selected and studied. After vascular injury,
the composition of vascular tissue changes and the tissue will adapt. Neointimal formation, proliferation of vascular SMCs and increased synthesis of the extracellular
matrix components play a major role in this process. Therefore, the search for viability analysis methods specifically concentrated on the vascular layers in which ECs
and SMCs are present, the intima and media, respectively.
Within the available methods to assess viability and proliferation of cells and tissue,
three groups can be determined: functional, morphological, and metabolic analysis.
Functional analysis provides a rough indication of cell viability in muscular tissue. As
a reaction to pharmacological agents SMCs contract or relax. The change in diameter or length of the tissue is a qualitative measure for the functionality of the tissue
(Han and Ku, 2001; Budel et al., 2001; Zulliger et al., 2002). The morphological
analysis can be divided into two groups, the immunohistochemical matrix analysis
and cell or nucleus membrane integrity tests. Matrix analyses are histological assays
that identify different components of vascular tissue. Although tissue viability cannot
be determined using these techniques, vascular wall structure, like cell orientation
or extra cellular matrix content can be visualized (Chesler et al., 1999; Inder et al.,
2000; Hoerstrup et al., 2000; Metaxa-Mariatou et al., 2002; Jackson et al., 2002).
Cell or nucleus membrane integrity tests distinguish damaged and dead cells from
19
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viable cells, based on selective permeability of the membrane to immunohistological
stains (Decherchi et al., 1997; Steinkamp et al., 1999; Breuls et al., 2003). Besides
morphological analysis, tissue and cell viability can also be viewed from a metabolic
perspective. Cell viability is the ability of cells to perform metabolic and genetic processes that are catalyzed by cellular enzymes. Actively metabolizing cells contain
many enzymes that can act as sensor for a visualization technique. The metabolic
analysis category consists of enzymatic stains, colorimetric assays, enzyme concentration and mitotic activity measurements. In the first two assays a dye is added to
the tissue. That dye is converted into a detectable stain by esterase or hydrogenase
(Decherchi et al., 1997; Breuls et al., 2003; Han et al., 2003). The concentration of
the formed stain is a qualitative measure for cellular activity. Changes in vascular
viability can also be detected by comparing enzyme concentrations from before and
after in-vitro culture (Holt et al., 1992). By measuring the number of proliferating
cells, changes in mitotic activity can be detected (Jackson et al., 2002; Han et al.,
2003).
The aim of this study was to test the usefulness of the methods mentioned above for
determining the viability of arterial tissue that was cultured in the in-vitro model as
described in chapter 2. First in section 3.2, the different methods as shown in table
3.1 are described in more detail. Second, pilot tests to study smooth muscle cell
function, cellular metabolism or morphology were performed on porcine coronary or
human arterial tissue. The results of these pilot tests are described in section 3.3.
By discussing the results, the methods that are useful for cultured porcine arterial
segments will be selected.

Table 3.1: Viability assessments.
methods
functionality analyses

which test is done?
vasodilation or -constriction

what does the test show?
the ability of the SMCs
to contract or relax

morphological analyses

histological assay
membrane integrity tests

wall structure, matrix contents
identification of dead cells

metabolic analyses

enzymatic/colorimetric stains

indication of esterase
activity inside cells
identification of proliferation

mitotic activity tests

3.2

Methods

The porcine tissue originates from porcine hearts that were freshly obtained from the
slaughterhouse and transported and treated like mentioned in the previous chapter.
The human arterial tissue was obtained from hospital patients that underwent by pass
heart surgery. Left-overs from the artery used as by pass, radial artery or left internal
mammarian artery, were transported to the laboratory in sterile cell culture medium
at approximately 37◦ C.
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Functional analysis of SMCs
Tissue viability, or rather functionality, in arteries can be determined by administering
a vasodilator or vasoconstrictor to the tissue. These pharmacological agents cause the
SMCs to relax or contract, respectively. By the degree of relaxation or contraction of
the vessel, diameter changes or changes in length, viability of the smooth muscle
cells can roughly be estimated. Therefore, this method is only a qualitative marker
for viability in vascular tissue. To test the method, diameter changes of a freshly
excised human artery (art. radialis) were monitored using a digital camera after
adding norepinephrine (1mg ml−1 , cat.nr. 06966.43001/5, Centrafarm, Etten-Leur,
The Netherlands) directly to the tissue. To relax the artery papaverine (50 mg ml−1 ,
cat.nr. 42748/49/99, Pharmachemie, Haarlem, The Netherlands) was administered.
The same tests were done on porcine coronary artery segments, as schematically
indicated in figure 3.1.
viable

norepinephrine

papaverin

non viable

Figure 3.1: Schematic overview for testing the functional properties of the excised
arteries. In viable tissue, norepinephrine induces a contraction of the smooth muscle
cells thereby decreasing arterial diameter. After that, papaverin will relax the smooth
muscle cells thereby increasing diameter.

Morphological analysis
Nucleus membrane integrity analysis
Viable cells in tissue are characterized by an intact cellular and nuclear membrane.
Membrane integrity tests distinguish damaged and dead cells from viable cells by a
discrimination based on selective permeability of either the cell membrane or the nucleus membrane to immunohistological stains. In general, cells in a culture or tissue
that are permeable to these stains are dead, however, cells which are viable or at most
reproductively dead (e.g. after lethal irradiation or chemotherapy aimed at nucleic
acids) may retain membrane integrity for days and will therefore be identified as living cells. Propidium Iodine (PI) is a cell impermeable fluorochrome that is generally
excluded from viable cells (Jones and Senft, 1985; Molecular Probes, 2001). When
the membrane loses integrity during cell death, PI enters the cell. Once inside, PI will
bind to nucleic acids (DNA and RNA). This reaction involves a 20 to 30 fold increase
in fluorescence intensity, allowing visualization of the dead nuclei, as shown in figure
3.2.
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viable
PI
non viable

Figure 3.2: Schematic overview of PI protocol: In non viable cells, PI will bind to
nucleic acids and thereby staining their cell nucleus red.
The immunofluorescent signal of PI can be visualized under a fluorescence microscope using an argon laser capable of emitting a single excitation wavelength of 488
nm. PI shows an emission spectrum with its maximum around 585 nm. Arterial tissue
slices, with a thickness of 1 mm were incubated with PI. The PI stock solution (P-3566
Molecular Probes; 1.5 mM) was diluted to a staining solution (15 µM) and tissue was
incubated for 30 minutes.
Histological matrix analysis
Various histochemical stains are available that distinguish the different components
that are present in the vascular wall. The most common one is the hematoxylin and
eosin (H&E) staining. Hematoxylin stains the cell nuclei black and eosin makes the
cytoplasm turn red. To visualize the major structural components in vascular tissue
a standard Masson Trichrome (MTC) staining was used. This method stains nuclei
black, cytoplasm and muscle red, and collagen blue. The porcine arterial tissue was
fixed in 10% formaldehyde solution for 24h. After paraffin embedding the tissue was
cut into 6 µm thick sections and prepared for histological staining.

Metabolic analysis
Enzymatic stainings
Immunofluorescent enzymatic stains are fluorochromes that become active and fluorescent after reaction with a specific catalytic agent (Molecular Probes, 2001; Jones
and Senft, 1985). The catalytic agent can either be an antibody, which is bound
to specific cells or molecules, or an enzyme. Various fluorochromes are available to
prove enzymatic activity and therefore viability in cells. Cell Tracker Green (CTG)
is a widely used green fluorochrome for enzymatic activity. CTG activation and fluorescence requires functional intracellular esterases and glutathione-S-transferases,
which are only present in viable cells. CTG is membrane-permeant and can be introduced into cells via incubation. Once inside the cells, CTG is hydrolyzed by endogenous esterase into the highly negatively charged green fluorescent calcein, which is
retained in the cytoplasm, as schematically shown in figure 3.3. The optimal excitation wavelength of CTG is 495 nm and its emission wavelength is 520 nm. The
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CTG stock solution (C-7025 Molecular Probes) was diluted with medium to obtain
the staining solution (0.1 µM) in which the samples were incubated for 30 minutes.
Then they were rinsed twice with PBS and incubated with medium for another 30
minutes before being visualized. Combining this enzymatic staining with the membrane integrity test with PI results in a live/dead analysis that has proven to be very
useful in isolated cell cultures or constructs (Breuls et al., 2003).

viable
CTG
non viable

Figure 3.3: Schematic overview of CTG protocol: In viable cells, CTG will be converted in calcein and thereby staining them green.

Colorimetric stainings
By measuring oxidation or reduction of specific colorimetric dyes viability can be measured. Actively metabolizing cells contain many enzymes that can act as reducing
agents for tetrazolium salts, such as 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyltetrasodium bromide (MTT), also known as thiazolyl blue. MTT is a yellow water-soluble
compound that is reduced to the blue crystal formazan by an enzyme that is present
between the inner and outer membrane of a mitochondrion. This reduction process
is called mitochondrial hydrogenase. Because the formazan crystals cannot pass the
cell membrane they are accumulated inside the cell. Upon addition of isopropanol,
formazan is solubilized and released. The intensity of the resulting color change indicates enzymatic activity of living cells. Hence, MTT can be labeled as a marker
for cell viability. The arterial segments were immersed in a MTT solution (M-5655,
Sigma-Aldrich, The Netherlands), 5 mg ml−1 PBS, for 2h at 37◦ C. Next, the segment
is rinsed with a saline solution and cut into four samples. After freeze-drying, the
samples were weighed and cut into smaller pieces to accelerate the formazan extraction from the tissue. Each individual sample was put in 16 ml of isopropanol with
10% acetic acid for another 2h at 37◦ C to extract the formazan from the tissue. The
formazan concentration was determined spectrometrically by measuring the absorption of 1 ml of the liquid (570 nm, Genesys 10uv, Spectronic Unicam, Rochester, NY
USA). The absorption level was normalized to the sample weight. This protocol and
a sample of arterial tissue in which formazan was accumulated are shown in figure
3.4.
Mitotic activity
Viable cells and tissue are characterized by their ability to proliferate. This mitotic
activity can hence be used as a marker of viability. One of the commonly used proce-
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arterial segment incubated with MTT

divide into 4 samples

freeze drying
measuring dry weigth
cut in small pieces

extract formazan with isopropanol
measuring absorbance

Figure 3.4: Schematic overview of the MTT protocol: After freeze drying the samples
are weighted and cut in small pieces. Then formazan is extracted with isopropanol
and the concentration formazan is measured by using spectrometry.
dures is based on the incorporation of labeled nucleotides into newly synthesised DNA
during cell division (Jackson et al., 2002; Rosen et al., 1999) (see figure 3.5). The
amount of incorporation can hence be measured or the number of cells containing
labeled nucleotides can be determined and represents a relative measure of cellular
proliferation. This procedure is used in 5-bromo-2’-deoxyuridine (BrdU) proliferation
assays. BrdU is incorporated into newly formed DNA and then can be quantified histologically using anti-BrdU monoclonal antibodies. These antibodies can be linked to
fluorescent or histochemical markers. Consequently, the newly formed DNA is visualizable under either a fluorescence or a bright field microscope (Conway et al., 2001).
Advantages of this method are that new cells are marked and that proliferation can be
tracked over time. Here porcine coronary arterial tissue segments were incubated for
24h in cell culture medium complemented with 0.1% BrdU labeling solution (BrdU
labeling and detection kit II, 1 299 964, Roche Diagnostics, The Netherlands). After
fixation with 10% formaldehyde the tissue was processed for paraffin embedding and
sectioning. Using anti-BrdU antibodies and an alkaline phosphatase method the proliferating cells were visualized (see figure 3.6).
After fixation, paraffin-embedding, and sectioning of the samples, proliferating cells
were detected using a monoclonal antibody against BrdU and an enzyme-conjugated
secondary antibody. Enzyme cross-linking induced by the fixative was raised by incubation in a citrate-buffer and horse serum was used to block peripheral binding of the
antibodies. The secondary antibody was visualized with alkaline phosphatase. After
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Figure 3.5: Schematic overview of the BrdU protocol: In viable cells, BrdU is incorporated in the newly formed DNA.
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Figure 3.6: Detailed schematic overview of the visualization of the incorporated
BrdU: Using anti-bodies and a color substrate the proliferating cells are visualized.
mounting with glycerin-gelatin the slices were evaluated under light microscopy.

3.3

Results

The change in the lumen of the human arterial segment as a result of adding norepinephrine is clear (see figure 3.7). The SMCs present in the arterial tissue were able
to contract, although the artery did not contract axisymmetrically. After adding the
vasodilator, papaverin, the lumen area increased. This vasoconstriction and dilation
reaction was not seen in the porcine coronary arterial segments after adding the pharmacological agents.
The use of the fluorescence microscope was limited to the surface layer of the tissue.
No sharp images were obtained when scanning the deeper layers. Figure 3.8 shows
images of the light emitted from the surface of a slice of arterial tissue. Just after
excision, this slice was incubated with the fluorochromes PI and CTG. A large number
of red spots is visualized throughout the entire cross section of the arterial wall. Each
red spot indicates a cell with damaged membrane integrity and therefore indentifies
a cell that is dead. Here, the surface of the tissue slice is visualized and the large
number of dead cells is probably caused by cutting the tissue in slices. Although it was
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Figure 3.7: The diameter of the human radial artery before (l) and after (r) adding
the vasoconstrictor.
not possible to visualize, it was expected that the number of dead cells in the deeper
layers is significantly less. Cellular enzymatic activity is indicated by CTG. Although
distinct regions of green were shown near the intima and adventitia, the entire wall
was covered in a green haze. Not a single individual cell showing enzymatic activity
could be identified.

Figure 3.8: Slice of arterial tissue stained with PI (red) and CTG (green) just after
excision. On the left, the emitted red light (585nm) is visualized. The emitted green
light (520nm) is shown on the right.
Both the H&E and the MTC staining give information about the wall structure and
components. The distinct arterial wall layers are visible in both images in figure 3.9.
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In the H&E stained cross section the cell nuclei are clearly visible. The intima showed
some aligned cells at the lumen side but a slight disorientation inwards. The SMCs
in the media are completely oriented in the circumferential direction. The adventitia
shows less cells and more extracellular matrix. In the MTC stained cross section is
shown that the surrounding matrix of the adventitia has a high collagen content. In
the media, collagen bundles are embedded in the SMCs.

Figure 3.9: Cross section of coronary arterial tissue stained with H&E (left) and
Masson Trichrome staining (right).
The first MTT pilot tests on freshly excised porcine coronary arterial tissue showed
good qualitative results. The MTT is converted into formazan and is accumulated in
the vascular cells. The arterial tissue turns blue, see figure 3.10 (left). After extracting the formazan from the tissue, the concentration of formazan in the isopropanol
solution, 3.10 (right), gives a quantitative measure for the metabolic activity. The use
of MTT for determining the metabolic activity of cultured porcine arterial segements
is further described in chapters 4 and 5.
The incorporation of BrdU into the cellular DNA in the arterial tissue was successful.
The brown spots that are visualized in figure 3.11 indicate cells containing BrdU. The
use of BrdU is further described in chapter 6.

3.4

Discussion

Although the functionality tests based on adding vasoconstrictors to the SMCs are
widely used in carotid or iliac arteries in other studies (Cox, 1975, 1976; Young and
Vatner, 1987; Ohgushi et al., 1993), they were not feasible in this set-up with coronary
arteries for any quantative analysis. This can be due to the fact that the method used
to visualize the diameter changes was not sufficient. With an inner diameter of less
than 3 mm the absolute decrease after adding the vasoconstrictor is small and might
not be detected by the camera that has a resolution of about 0.1 mm. On the other
hand, although the relative intima-media thickness compared to the lumen diameter
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Figure 3.10: The blue crystal formazan is accumulated in the vascular cells of the
arterial tissue (l) and can be extracted by isopropanol (r).

Figure 3.11: Cross section of coronary arterial tissue labeled with BrdU and visualized by alkaline phosphatase. Brown spots indicate proliferating cells.
(IMT/LD) is between 0.1 and 0.2 for the carotid arteries (Simons et al., 1999; Drüeke
et al., 2002; Moreau et al., 2002), and 0.14 for the coronary arteries (Delacrétaz et al.,
1999) the number of contracting SMCs is low compared to other elastic arteries as
the intima-media thickness (IMT) is smaller. For the carotid arteries it is between
0.5 and 0.6 mm (Moreau et al., 2002), and for the coronary arteries about 0.4 mm
(Delacrétaz et al., 1999).
CTG and PI are very useful in viability test in cell cultures but were not successful
in tissue culture. The PI fluorochrome diffused into the tissue and bound to DNA of
dead cells. The high number of dead cells found in the surface area of the tissue slice
could be the result of the excision protocol or caused by cutting the tissue into slices.
Due to the thickness of the slices it was not possible to focus on the deeper layers.
For obtaining less thick slices, the tissue needs to be sectioned by using e.g. paraffin
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embeding or cryosectioning. Unfortunately, the temperature gradient in those protocols causes fluorochromes to discard. CTG is known to stain cytoplasm of living cells
thereby invalidating this technique for our purpose to quantify viability in cultured
arteries. In arterial tissue a green haze is visible. This was probably caused by the
thickness of the tissue slices. Therefore it was not possible to visualize individual
cells. Immunostaining is widely used to determine viability in cell cultures, however,
applications in tissue remain disputable because of the fluorescent characteristics of
arterial tissue. This can be misleading when interpreting fluorescence immunostaining, since distinction between autofluorescence and immunofluorescence cannot be
made. Elastin has a broad-banded emmission spectrum (van de Lest et al., 1995)
overlapping the emission wavelengths of CTG. Intense fluorescent structures could
be identified near the intima and adventitia. This was caused by the autofluorescence
of the elastin and not by CTG. On the other hand, the structures shown here are most
likely the IEL and EEL, the outer and inner elastic lamina at the boundary of intimamedia and media - adventitia, and the autofluorescence of elastin can be helpful by
determining vascular layer thickness.
The morphology of the wall can give useful information about the state of the arterial
tissue. With H&E and MTC staining detailed qualitative information about arterial
wall structure, cell numbers and cell orientation was determined at the time of fixation. Unfortunately, these standard histological stainings do not distinguish different
cell types, like SMCs or ECs. With the BrdU assay the number and location of proliferating cells was determined. Besides providing additional information about the
wall structure this assays also indicated mitotic activity. The colorimetrical method
(MTT) showed promising results in the first tests. A disadvantage of this method is
that all cells present in the vascular wall contribute to the esterase activity and no
distinction can be made between the activity of the SMCs situated in the media and
the (myo)fibroblasts in the adventitia. Furthermore, the MTT analysis is destructive
for the tissue.
In summary, contractility tests can give more information about the functionality of
SMCs but were not successful in porcine coronary arterial segments. CTG/PI staining
is not feasible for our purpose to quantify viability of isolated coronary arterial segments. It is an overall qualitative measure for the metabolic activity of the cultured
tissue. On the other hand, the methods to measure metabolic activity and mitotic activity seem to able to determine those changes in tissue viability as looked for in our
set-up. Together with the histological matrix analysis, those test can give information
about the state the arterial tissue is in. The experimental design and protocol limit the
number opportunities to analyze the in-vitro cultured arterial segment. There are only
two time-points at which analyses can be performed; just after excision, that is before
culturing, and after in-vitro culturing. Furthermore, there is not much tissue available
for analyzing because the cultured arterial segment is only about 30 mm long. This
includes the parts of the segment that are intubated with the vessel cannules. So only
about 20 mm of the arterial segment can be used for analyses. More details about
the MTT and how it is used in the experimental protocol is described in chapter 4. In
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chapter 5 the first results of the viability of in-vitro culturing are outlined. The number and location of proliferating cells (BrdU) are interesting, especially in response to
cardiological interventions, as is discussed in chapter 6.

Chapter 4

Application of MTT assay
4.1

Introduction

As mentioned in the previous chapter, metabolic analysis of a cultured arterial wall
can be performed by assays using colometrical stainings, like MTT. MTT is a tetrazolium salt that is reduced to formazan by an enzyme in metabolically active cells. By
determining the concentration of formazan in the arterial tissue, a qualitative measure of metabolic activity. Before the MTT assay can be used in the in-vitro experiments to investigate the effects of cardiological interventions, it is necessary to obtain
more insight in the specificity and sensitivity of the test. As mentioned in the previous chapter, it is not possible to analyze the left anterior descending coronary arterial
segment (LAD) during in-vitro culturing. Consequently, analyses can be done just
after excision and after in-vitro culturing, only. To obtain another reference, the left
circumflex coronary artery needs to serve as a static control as described in chapter 2.
To justify that, the metabolic activity of the LCX should not be significantly different
from the metabolic activity of the LAD that is cultured under the same circumstances.
The aim of this study was to get insight in the reproducability and accuracy of the
MTT assay and to determine whether or not the LCX may serve as a control for the
LAD. Therefore, the metabolic activity of the LAD and LCX taken from the same heart
was determined after three different culturing protocols as described in section 4.2.
Analysis of the standard deviation of the measurements gave more insight in the application of the MTT assay. Finally, the results of the LAD and LCX were compared.

4.2

Methods

To get more insight in the applicatibility of the MTT assay, it needed to be excluded
that there was any accumulation of formazan in dead tissue. Furthermore, the method
needs to tested for reproducibility at both time points, just after excision and at the
end of the culturing period. To do so, four porcine hearts were used and both the LAD
and the LCX were excised. The LAD and LCX were cut into three segments. From any
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single artery the three segments underwent one of the three following culture protocols:
• no culture
• 72 hours of static culture in cell culture medium at a temperature of 37◦ C
• 72 hours in a phosphate buffered saline solution (PBS) at room temperature
The tissue is assumed to be metabolically active in the first two protocols and it is
pressumed dead in the third. The protocol was followed by MTT analyses as described
in chapter 3 in section 3.2. In the first protocol, the MTT analysis was performed just
after excision.
Statistical analysis of MTT assay
In biomedical diagnostic methods it is generally assumed, that a method is reproducible if the variation or percentage error (PE) is less than 20% of the mean value
(Pijls et al., 2002). Here, each segment as in the first three protocols is divided into
four parts (n=4). The absorption per gram tissue of each part is denoted by x. The
mean absorption per gram tissue weight of the four parts is denoted by x̄ and the
standard deviation by sd . Then the percentage error is defined as:
PE =

sd
∗ 100
x̄

(4.1)

with:
n

x̄

=

sd

=

1X
xi,
n
i−1
sP
n
2
i=1 (x i − x̄)
,
n−1

(4.2)

(4.3)

The mean percentage error (MPE) is calculated as the mean of the percentage error
of one group of segments undergoing the same protocol. If this value is below 20%,
the method is assumed reproducible in the sense of the above mentioned statement.
For statistical analysis of the results, Mann-Whitney (Wilcoxon) or Wilcoxon paired
sign tests were performed. When the metabolic activity of two arterial segments taken
from the same heart, on which different protocols were applied, need to be compared the Mann-Whitney test was performed. The following null hypothesis (H01)
was tested: the samples from segment 1 (n=4) and segment 2 (n=4) come from
identical populations. For each heart this results in significant or non significant difference in metabolic activity between segments that were cultured under different
conditions. To be sure that the one protocol has a different effect on the metabolic
activity than the other, the changes in metabolic activity between segments, must also
appear in the experiments done with the other hearts. To compare the results from
the different hearts the measured absorption was represented as a proportion of the
measured mean absorption at t=0h, thereby defining the absorption of any particular
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sample at t=0h as 100%, and the Wilcoxon paired signed test was used. The following null hypothesis was tested (H02): the two groups have a common median. This is
equivalent to testing that the median of the differences between metabolic activity of
group 1 and group 2 taken from a number of hearts (n) is equal to zero. For both test
the confidence interval was chosen to be 95%.

4.3

Results

For the three protocols, the mean absorbance normalized to tissue weight per arterial
segment per heart is shown in figure 4.1. Although the metabolic activity just after
excision (t=0h) does not significantly differ from the metabolic activity after 72h of
static culture, the metabolic activity from the tissue that is assumed dead is significantly lower than the metabolic activity from the other two groups. Furthermore,
there is no significant difference between the metabolic activity from LAD and LCX
samples. In every protocol and every heart, the LCX and LAD respond in the same
way. The MPE for the samples in protocol 1, 2, and 3 were 19%, 13% and 14%,
respectively.

4.4

Discussion and conclusion

The aim of this study was to get insight in the reproducibility and accuracy of the
measurements in the MTT assay and to determine whether the LCX may serve as a
control for the LAD. When comparing the results of the three protocols it can be remarked that the absorbance levels at baseline (t=0h, protocol 1) and in the statically
cultured arteries at 72h (presumed to be alive, protocol 2) did not significantly differ.
However, there was a significant 10-fold decrease in absorbance in the tissue that
was presumed to be dead (protocol 3) relative to the other protocols. For this reason,
the contribution of dead cells to MTT reduction is negligible, thereby concluding that
MTT is turned into formazan specifically by tissue that is metabolically active. Although biological variance is present, the variance of the observations did not exceed
20% of the mean value. In conclusion it can be stated that the MTT assay was accurate and reproducible and can therefore be used in the experiments. The measured
absorbance levels of the LCX and LAD were not significantly different in any of the
protocols. This means that it is justified to use the LCX as a static control for the LAD
that will be placed in the in-vitro model.
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Figure 4.1: Metabolic activity represented by formazan absorption normalized to tissue weight in coronary arterial segments just after excision (protocol 1, top), after 72
hours static culturing (protocol 2, middle), and after 72 hours in phosphate buffered
saline at room temperature (protocol 3, bottom). The error bars represent the standard deviation and the asterisk in protocol 2 and 3 indicates a significant difference
compared to t=0h, protocol 1 (P<0.05).

Chapter 5

Metabolic activity and
proliferation in in-vitro cultured
porcine coronary arteries
5.1

Introduction

To obtain knowledge about coronary arterial wall structure, function, mechanical
properties, and response to injury as induced by cardiological interventions, a model
for culturing coronary vascular segments in-vitro was developed (see chapter 2). Earlier developed in-vitro systems showed that with a physiological temperature, sufficient oxygen saturation and a well-chosen culture medium the vascular cells could
be kept viable up to seven days (Bardy et al., 1995; Lehoux and Tedgui, 1998; Porret et al., 1998; Chesler et al., 1998, 1999; Zulliger et al., 2000). There was little
loss of DNA content, enzyme activity or the reaction to pharmacological stimuli like
norepinephrine. To prove that the set-up is suitable to study short term responses of
the segments and its constituent cells to relevant clinical cardiological interventions
such as balloon angioplasty, in the study described in this chapter it is shown that the
arterial segments cultured in this in-vitro set-up are also still viable up to seven days
and that the arterial wall is still consistent with the structure of the wall in-vivo. This
has been done by measuring metabolic and mitotic activity, as described in chapter
3 and 4, and by visualizing arterial wall morphology, as described in chapters 3 and
4. In short, the aim of this study was to determine the viability of coronary arterial
segments and the structure of the arterial wall before and after they were perfused
and loaded under physiologic conditions in the in-vitro set-up. First, 5 LAD and LCX
segments were cultured for 72h either dynamically (LAD) or statically (LCX) and the
change in metabolic activity compared to the activity measured just after excision was
determined to validate the practical use of the set-up. This was repeated for 12 LAD
and LCX segments that were cultured for 168h to test whether the arterial segments
were still viable after 7 days. In addition to measuring metabolic activity, in these
35
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arteries also the arterial wall structure and the mitotic activity (cell proliferation) was
studied.

5.2

Methods

As already described in chapter 2, our device consists of a polycarbonate organ bath,
a roller pump and an axial strain device. The arterial segment is connected to short
stainless steel tubes, one on each side. Together with the tubes, this arterial segment
is immersed in cell culture medium inside the organ bath. The tube at the proximal
side of the arterial segment is mounted onto the axial strain device and can be moved
axially. The tube on the distal side is restrained from movement. The device is placed
inside an incubator with 5% CO2 , 37o C and 100% relative humidified atmosphere.
The arterial segment is perfused with cell culture medium. A more detailed description of the preparation and nutrition of the arterial segments is given in chapter 2.
The methods that are applied to perform the experiment and to determine metabolic
activity and proliferation is given below.

Arterial preparation and nutrition
Seventeen left anterior descending coronary arteries (LADs) were excised from porcine
hearts obtained from 5 months old pigs of approximately 100 kg. The hearts were
transported from the slaughterhouse to the laboratory on a phosphate buffered saline
(PBS) solution (4 - 7◦ C). Under sterile conditions the pericardium was opened and
the LAD located. First the LAD was opened on the proximal side and a vessel cannula
was inserted. A suture wire was used to tie the artery to the cannula. Thereafter
the arterial segment was continuously perfused with cell culture medium and the
side branches of the LAD were closed with suture wire. An other vessel cannula
was inserted at the distal end of the LAD and the in-vivo length of the LAD segment
was measured. Thereafter, the LAD was completely excised and easily connected to
the perfusion circuit. Care was taken to avoid torsion of the coronary artery. After
clamping into the axial strain device, the LAD was stretched until the measured invivo length was fully regained. For the remaining part of the non-excised LAD, an
arterial sample was taken for histological examination and fixed in a 4% buffered
formaldehyde solution and paraffin embedded for sectioning. Other samples of the
non-excised LAD were processed as controls for measuring cellular metabolism at
t=0, just after excision, as described below. A part of the left circumflex coronary
artery (LCX) was also excised from the heart and put in the organ bath next to the
clamped LAD segment, floating freely in the cell culture medium. In chapter 3, it
has been shown that the metabolism in the LCX and the LAD do not differ significantly (van den Heuvel et al., 2003) and therefore the LCX was used as control.
Similar to the LAD, parts from the LCX were used for histological control and cellular
metabolism measurements.
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Experimental Protocol
After restoring in-vivo length, the preferable mechanical loads were applied to the
LAD. Phasic perfusion flow (Q) was kept to a mean of 60 ml min-1 to simulate physiologic blood flow. The intraluminal pressure varied between 4 and 8 kPa at 1 Hz
representing a heart rate of 60 beats per minute. The intraluminal pressure was
lower than the pressure in-vivo. The axial elongation was reconstructed as a sinusoidal peak-to-peak axial strain of 5% with a frequency of 1 Hz. In a first series of
experiments, five coronary arterial segments were perfused for 72h with Dulbecco’s
Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM), complemented with antibiotics, antimycotica, and
bovine serum, to investigate the changes in viability after culturing for three days in
the in-vitro model. The medium, that had a viscosity similar to water, was refreshed
every 48h (series 1, heart 1 - 5: 72h culturing). As mentioned above in this first
series the LCX served as a static control without any mechanical load. This series was
used to test the practical use of the set-up. In a second series of tests six LADs were
perfused under similar physiological conditions with dynamic loads for 168h. The
LCX taken from the same heart served again as a static control (series 2, heart 6 - 11:
168h culturing). Thereafter, in a third series of tests six LADs were perfused like in
the second series but besides testing for metabolic activity also cell proliferation was
investigated (series 3, heart 12 - 17: 168h culturing). The experiments are outlined
in table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Specification of the experiments.
series 1

LAD
5

LCX
5

hours
72

goal
validate practical use
set-up and viability

methods
metabolic activity

series 2

6

5

168

validate viability

metabolic activity

series 3

6

6

168

validate viability

metabolic activity
mitotic activity
morphology

Viablity assays
Cellular metabolism was investigated by a MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5diphenyl-tetrazolium bromide) test as described in chapter 4. Samples of the arterial segment were immersed in a MTT solution for 2h. Inside the cell the MTT is
converted in to formazan. After extracting the formazan from the tissue, the concentration is determined spectrometrically. The absorbance levels are normalized to
tissue weight. The mitotic activity was investigated as described in chapter 3 by using a BrdU assay. During in-vitro culturing the BrdU labelling solution was added to
the cell culture medium every 24h. After the culture periods of respectively 24 and
168h, samples were fixed in 4% formaldehyde and processed for paraffin embedding.
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The samples were preserved in the unloaded situation. One of two consecutive 6
µm thick cross sections was stained with standard H&E to visualize the cell nuclei
present. In the second cross section, proliferating cells were identified using alkaline
phosphatase to visualize the BrdU labelled cells. Using digital images the number of
cells were counted and analyzed. The number of cells containing BrdU and the number of cell nuclei stained with hematoxylin were determined by splitting up the digital
color images into their RGB components. Then the green component was converted
to black and white by thresholding. Next, the objects with a maximum black/white
gradient at the edges were identified and labelled. Object-size discriminators were set
to identify cells. Proliferation was determined by dividing the number of cells containing BrdU by the number of hemotoxylin-stained nuclei in the consecutive section.
So proliferation was defined as the percentage of proliferating cells compared to the
total number of cells.
Statistic analyses were done by using the Mann-Whitney test to test the difference in
metabolic activity between sample groups taken from the same heart or the Wilcoxon
paired sign test to test the differences in proportional metabolic activity between the
different time points (t=0h and t=72h or t=0h and t=168h) using samples taken
from all hearts in a particular series, both with a confidence interval of 95%.

5.3

Results

Procedural results
For all hearts, the time between the excision of the heart at the slaughterhouse and
connection of the LAD segment to the perfusion circuit of the in-vitro model was less
than ninety minutes. The coronary arterial segments harvested were 25 - 52 mm long
and ranged from 2.5 to 4.5 mm in external diameter (D). By perfusing the LAD with
cell culture medium, the arterial tissue was rinsed and blood clots were removed.
It was not always possible to detect and suture all septal branches but this was not
considered a major problem as long as flow and strain was not significantly influenced by minor leakage. However, the intraluminal pressure in those experiments
varied between 4 and 8 kPa and did not reach physiological levels (10 to 16 kPa).
The characteristic wall shear stress, τw = 32µQ/π D 3 with µ as the viscosity of the
perfusion fluid, Q as the fluid flow and D as the diameter of the arterial segment, in
all experiments varied between 0.5 and 1.5 Pa, where a wall shear stress of 1 to 2
Pa is physiological. In the second and third experiment, the arterial segments could
not be clamped at in-vivo length because of the dimensions of the axial strain device.
Therefore, the length of two of the segments had to be increased with approximately
20% of their in-vivo length and this might have influenced the metabolic activity of
these two vascular segments negatively, as will be discussed below. After the initial
three experiments in the first series the set-up was adjusted and also coronary arterial
segments with an in-vivo length less than 30 mm could be used now without elongation.
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The MTT assay was successfully performed in all arteries in all series of experiments.
Care was taken not to use arterial tissue directly adjacent to the clamp because unnatural mechanical loads might affect metabolism in that part of the segment. After
freeze-drying, the mean weight of the samples was 3.6 ± 1.8 mg. In a few cases,
not all the formazan was extracted after 2h of incubation. This was indicated by blue
spots remaining on the tissue. In those cases the incubation time was prolonged until
all the tissue appeared white. The MTT assays on coronary arteries just after excision
(t = 0) showed no significant difference in absolute absorption between the LAD and
the LCX excised from the same heart, except for heart 5 and 8, confirming the observations from chapter 3 (figure 5.1). However, large interindividual variations in initial
cellular metabolism were seen between different hearts. Therefore, to compare the
results of the individual experiments, the measured absorption at respectively t=72h
or t=168h was studied and represented as a proportion of the measured absorption
at t=0h from the same coronary artery (relative or proportional absorption), thereby
defining the absorption of any particular artery at t=0h as 100%.
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Figure 5.1: Absolute metabolic activity represented by formazan absorption normalized to tissue weight of left anterior descending (LAD) and left circumflex (LCX) coronary arterial segments just after excision in series 1 (heart 1 - 5), 2 (heart 6 - 11) and
3 (heart 12 - 17) at t=0h: The error bars represent the standard deviation and the #
indicates a significant difference between the LAD and the LCX (P<0.05). Except for
heart 5 and 8 no significant difference in absorption was present at baseline between
the LAD and the LCX.
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Metabolic activity after 72 hours
The results of the MTT tests in the first series of experiments, 72h of dynamic or static
culturing, are shown in figure 5.2. Cellular metabolism increased significantly for the
statically cultured control LCX arteries. The metabolic activity of the dynamically
cultured LAD did not increase significantly compared to t=0h. It even decreased in
the two experiments corresponding to the coronary arterial segments that had been
over-elongated because of set-up limitations (heart 2 and 3) and in heart 5. The
proportional absorption taken from all five hearts for the dynamically cultured LAD
and statically cultured LCX was 134 ± 79% and 227 ± 104% respectively. When
omitting heart 2 and 3 the absorption was 169 ± 89% and 191 ± 118%, respectively.
Except for two over-elongated arteries (heart 2 and 3) the PE per artery was less than
20%. The MPE taken from all samples from all arteries at t=0h and 72h was also less
than 20%.

Metabolic activity after 168 hours
The results of the second and third series of experiments, performed to study metabolic
activity up to seven days, are shown in figure 5.3. There are no data of the LCX at
t=168h in experiment 6. Both the LAD arteries and the LCXs showed significant increase in metabolism compared to t=0h. Except for two experiments (heart 8 and
14), the increase of activity of the LAD was larger now than was the case for the LCX.
The LAD in experiment 8 showed less increase than in the other experiments but still
differed significantly from t=0h. Importantly, the metabolic activity of the LCXs at
t=168h decreased compared to the LCXs at t=72h (P<0.05) whereas for the LAD the
activity at t=168h was higher than the activity at t=72h (P<0.05). The absorption
taken over all 12 LADs and LCXs in series 2 and 3 was 202 ± 61% and 129 ± 66%
respectively. For 9 out of 10 experiments, the PE of the samples was below 20%. The
MPE taken over the tested arteries at the time points 0h, 72h and 168h were for the
LAD 20%, 12%, and 12% respectively and for the LCX 19%, 13%, and 1% respectively, indicating that the used method was reproducible within biological variance
limits.

Cell proliferation
The proliferation assays performed on the arterial segments in the third series of experiments showed that the in-vitro cultured LADs had significantly more proliferating
cells in the cross sections of the arterial wall compared to the static cultured arterial
segments (P<0.05) (see figure 5.4). On average, the proliferation for the in-vitro cultured LAD was 7.7 ± 4.2%, for the statically cultured LCX it was 0.8 ± 0.3%. In the
LAD the proliferating cells are spread out over the entire cross section of the arterial
wall while hardly any proliferating cells are identified in the statically cultured LCX.
The proliferation in the LAD and LCX after 24h did not differ significantly. Further
analysis of the H&E sections, showed that vascular wall structure of the loaded LADs
remained intact. No dissection of the vascular layers or other damage to the arterial
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Figure 5.2: Relative metabolic activity represented by formazan absorption at 72h
for five dynamically cultured left anterior descending (LAD) coronary arteries and
statically cultured left circumflex (LCX) coronary arteries (series 1). The absorption
measurements are normalized to tissue weight and the measurements at t=0h are
taken as 100%. ∗ indicates a significant difference compared to t=0h (P<0.05) and
# indicates a significant difference between the LAD and the LCX (P<0.05). Note
that in experiment 2 and 3 the LAD had to be overstretched to fit within the organ
bath. On the right the average metabolic activity of the LAD and LCX at 168h taken
over 5 hearts is outlined. There was no significant difference compared to t=0h after
72h of dynamic culturing. The statically cultured LCX showed a significant increase
compared to t=0h and to the dynamically cultured LAD.
wall was seen just after excision. After 168h, the statically cultured LCXs showed
signs of disintegration of the wall. The circumferential orientation of the vascular
cells was lost in regions near the lumen and sometimes the media was dissected from
the adventitia. This was not seen in the dynamically cultured LADs.

5.4

Discussion

The aim of this study was to determine the viability of coronary arterial segments
before and after they were perfused and loaded under physiologic conditions in the
in-vitro set-up. Using porcine coronary arteries, not only the feasibility of such a
set-up was demonstrated, but also that physiological load including axial strain results in an significant increase of metabolic activity of the arterial segment after 3
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Figure 5.3: Relative metabolic activity represented by formazan absorption at 168h
for twelve dynamic (left anterior descending (LAD) coronary arteries) and static (left
circumflex (LCX) coronary arteries) experiments (series 2 and 3). The absorption
measurements are normalized to tissue weight and the measurements at t=0h are
taken as 100%. ∗ indicates a significant difference compared to t=0h (P<0.05) and
# indicates a significant difference between the LAD and the LCX (P<0.05). In all
hearts, except for heart 8 and 14, the metabolic activity at 168h in the dynamically cultured segments was larger than the static control. On the right the average
metabolic activity of the LAD and LCX at 168h taken over 12 hearts is outlined. Both
the dynamically cultured LAD and the statically cultured LCX showed a significant increase compared to t=0h although the metabolic activity of the dynamically cultured
LAD increased significantly more than the statically cultured LCX.
days compared to t=0h. Although at this point the static control segments showed a
significant higher metabolic activity, after 7 days the metabolic activity of the dynamically cultured LAD was better preserved. Relative to the metabolic activity just after
exision, the metabolic activity in the dynamically cultured LAD was 202 ± 61%. For
the statically cultured LCX this was 229 ± 66%. In the dynamically loaded arteries,
the physiological environment was well controlled and the applied flow and strain
resembled the in-vivo situation. Unfortunately, the viscosity of the medium used for
perfusion did not resemble the viscosity of blood and therefore the wall shear stresses
were rather low. This might have influenced the metabolic activity and cell differentiation in the arterial wall.
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Figure 5.4: Cell proliferation represented as the number of proliferating cells as a
percentage of the total number of cells for 6 cultured left anterior descending (LAD)
and left circumflex (LCX) coronary arteries. Proliferation was determined after 24h
of static culture for both arteries (LAD24 and LCX24) and after 168h of dynamic
(LAD168) or static culture (LCX168). ∗ indicates a significant difference compared
to t=24h (P<0.05) and # indicates a significant difference between the LAD168 and
the LCX168 (P<0.05). On the right the average proliferation of the LAD and LCX at
168h taken over 6 hearts is outlined. There was no significant difference compared to
t=0h after 168 of static culturing. The dynamically cultured LAD showed a significant
increase in proliferation compared to t=0h and to the statically cultured LCX.
Using MTT conversion to formazan proved to be a useful method for determining
metabolic activity of tissue. Other studies (Chesler et al., 1998; Han and Ku, 2001)
have used MTT conversion but only used it as a qualitative analysis for metabolic
activity. Our method proved to be reproducible for quantifying metabolism of cells
still present in arterial tissue. No specific technical problems occurred and in the
majority of the experiments the percentage error did not exceed 20%. Larger errors
only occurred in two arterial segments probably due to cell death. In those segments
the cellular metabolism decreased compared to t=0h, which indicates that cells had
died or became less active. This caused a high level of inhomogeneity in formazan
distribution over those two arterial segment and thus large differences in absorption.
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The significant increase of metabolism of the LCX at t=72h shows that the physiological environment is sufficient to culture the vascular cells up to 72h with respect to
nutrition, oxygen tension and temperature. Although also the LAD segment showed
significant increase in metabolic activity after 72h, the absorption was less than the
values observed for the LCX artery, 134 ± 79% and 227 ± 104%, respectively. The
more complicated preparation and longer excision time necessary to put the LAD segment in the controlled set-up might explain this. After 168h both the dynamically
cultured LAD and the statically cultured LCX showed a further increase in metabolic
activity but, importantly, the metabolism in the LAD was significantly higher now
than was the case for the LCX. The increased proliferation in the in-vitro cultured
LAD may account for that (7.7 ± 4.2%). Compared to 0.1 ± 0.9% and 0.3 ± 0.2%
in the LADs and LCXs that were cultured statically for 24h respectively, this increase
was significant. The LAD24 and LCX24 did not differ significantly which strengthens
the assumption that the LCX can serve as a control for the LAD as stated in chapter
4. However, the proliferation in those segments was rather high. in-vivo such a high
proliferation rate is not seen in the vessel wall (Spagnoli et al., 1981; Villaschi and
Spagnoli, 1983). It cannot be concluded from our study what causes the absolute
decreases and increases of metabolic activity after 168h in the quiescent and axially
loaded segments, respectively. Matrix remodelling or apoptosis due to altered circumstances could be possible explanations, but without further study this remains
speculative.
Our results suggest that physiological loading of coronary arteries, including the phasic axial strain variation so typical for the beating heart, is important to maintain
in-vitro viability of coronary arteries over time. Interestingly, in the first 3 days of
culturing, no significant increase in viability was seen. After 7 days the increase in
metabolic activity as a result of dynamic loading became obvious. Several studies in
cell cultures have been performed to investigate the response of cells to deformations
up to 20%. Experiments in which vascular cells and tissues were elongated, show
ambiguous results. Han (Han et al., 2003) strained carotid arteries up to 20%. In
these experiments the in-vivo length was regained gradually over 1 - 3 h and the extra elongation, from 0 to 20%, was applied over two days. There were no differences
in viability compared to unstretched arteries. On the other hand, strain tests on vascular smooth muscle cells showed that a cyclic elongation of 20% could lead to an
increased rate of smooth muscle cell death (Cattaruzza et al., 2000) and a decrease
in the proliferation of those cells (Birukov et al., 1995; Hipper and Isenberg, 2000;
Sumpio and Banes, 1988). Endothelial cells show an increase in proliferation when
stretched by 10% only (Sumpio et al., 1987). Therefore, in experiments 2 and 3 of
the first series from this study it is likely that the too large axial strains negatively
influenced the tissue viability explaining the different response of those two LAD arteries. In these two experiments the 20% strain was applied instantaneously and was
continued for 7 days. After the third experiment, the set-up was improved in such
a way that undesirable and unnatural elongation of the segment could be avoided.
Subsequently, unambiguous responses were seen in all further experiments. It is not
known whether large axial strains applied for a short period of time, e.g. several
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minutes, have a similar negative influence on the vascular cells. Therefore, during
the preparation and excision protocol, large axial strains should also be avoided. The
increase in metabolism can be addressed to increased activity of existing cells or to an
increase in the number of cells. A known problem in in-vitro cultures is the extensive
growth of fibroblasts that can overgrow the original tissue. Therefore, morphological
identification of the cells, present in the tissue after in-vitro culturing, is mandatory.
Furthermore, if a contractile response of the arterial wall can be demonstrated this
indicates the presence of SMCs. Although the metabolic activity of statically cultured
LCX and the dynamically cultured LAD was more or less similar in the first days after
excision and although the statically cultured LCX was still viable after 168h, dynamic
culturing is important for the tissue to maintain its wall morphology. This includes
preservation of the three distinct layers, collagen content and cell orientation (Kollros et al., 1987). The lack of circumferential stretch in the statically cultured LCX
might result in more non-alignment and disorientation of the vascular cells while the
dynamically cultured LAD still showed the circumferential orientation of the vascular
cells in the media. For further research, the time necessary for the arteries for stabilization after excision is important. Because the situation prior to excision remains
unknown it cannot be determined whether the metabolism increased or decreased in
comparison to the in-vivo situation. As shown now, an advantage of a dynamic set-up
became clear in this study and was more pronounced after longer culture periods.

5.5

Conclusions

Our study showed that maintaining cellular metabolism in in-vitro cultured arterial
coronary segments with a diameter of approximately 3 mm is feasible up to 168h in
a set-up with physiological temperature, flow, nutrition and CO2 tension. The physiological loads, including phasic axial strain typically for in-vivo coronary arteries, results in better maintenance of metabolism compared to unloaded segments if cultured
for more than three days although it needed to be taken into account that dynamic
in-vitro culturing induces changes in metabolic activty and proliferation compared
to the in-vivo situation. Unnatural axial strain, however, should be avoided since it
negatively influences viability. This in-vitro model also can be proposed for studying coronary arterial responses to injury, e.g. induced by cardiological interventions
such as balloon angioplasty or brachytherapy. The effect of extreme mechanical loads
applied to the vascular wall during such intervention may influence vascular cell viability, and can be better studied and quantified than in-vivo. This is outlined in the
next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Effect of ballon angioplasty on
metabolic activity and
proliferation
6.1

Introduction

Percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) is an important procedure
for restoring blood flow in coronary arteries narrowed by atherosclerosis. Although
already applied clinically for more than 25 years, the effects of PTCA on the arterial
wall are not completely understood. Within 6 months after PTCA an exaggerated
response to injury results in restenosis in approximately 40% of the PTCA-treated arteries. PTCA induces both injury to the arterial wall, like endothelial cell removal
and necrosis, as well as separation, stretch, and necrosis of the smooth muscle cells.
Presently, it is known that such injury starts a cascade of reactions including platelet
release and attachment, thrombosis, inflammation, and vasoconstriction. This is followed by endothelial and smooth muscle cell proliferation and migration, resulting
in neointima formation, and ultimately by arterial wall remodelling (Schwartz et al.,
1992; van Erven et al., 1994; Guzman et al., 1996). In the past years, numerous experimental and clinical studies were performed to better understand the mechanism
of restenosis (Bobbio et al., 1991; Berger et al., 1992; Weintraub et al., 1993; Kuntz
et al., 1993; Gibson et al., 1993). To prevent restenosis, drug and diet therapies were
tested but had disappointing results and did not inhibit restenosis (DeMaio et al.,
1992; Edelman and Karnovsky, 1994). Animal (Kakuta et al., 1998; Christen et al.,
2001; Wentzel et al., 2001) and human pathology (Potkin and Roberts, 1988; Gorden
et al., 1990; Nobuyoshi et al., 1991) studies gave more information about changes
in morphology and lesion-dependent risk factors. However, strong predictive factors
were still not identified. To better understand and study the mechanism of restenosis
and vascular wall dynamics, an in-vitro model for culturing coronary arteries can be
helpful. Such a model is less costly, and more easily controlled than in-vivo models in
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animal or man. In-vitro models are already being used to analyze the biochemical or
mechanical responses of the vascular wall to non-physiological hemodynamic loads
(Bardy et al., 1995; Chesler et al., 1998; Zulliger et al., 2000; Han and Ku, 2001).
Since the late nineties, also cardiological interventions, like balloon angioplasty, were
performed in in-vitro models. The majority of such studies, however, have been performed on femoral, iliac or carotid arteries (Steenhuijsen et al., 1997; Voisard et al.,
1999; Perree et al., 2003). Coronary arteries have been less well studied in this respect so far. In chapter 2, an in-vitro model was described to culture small diameter
vessels, like porcine coronary arteries, under physiological conditions. In this chapter,
this model was used to investigate the early response of the vessel to balloon angioplasty. The aim of the present study was to analyze the effects of balloon dilatation on
cellular activity, the number of proliferating cells and changes in morphology in the
arterial wall of in-vitro cultured porcine coronary arterial segments within the first 5
days after treatment. In these experiments a coronary arterial segment was placed
in the in-vitro culturing device immediately after excision. After 48h, balloon angioplasty was performed on the most proximal part of the segment while the distal part
remained untreated. Five days later, 168h after starting the experiment, the segment
was taken out of the in-vitro model and processed for analyzing metabolic activity,
proliferation and morphology.

6.2

Methods

Arterial preparation and nutrition
Left anterior descending coronary arteries (LADs) were excised from 8 porcine hearts
obtained from 5 months old pigs of approximately 100 kg. The hearts were transported from the abattoir to the laboratory on an ice-cold phosphate buffered saline
solution. Under sterile conditions the pericardium was opened and the LAD located.
First the LAD was opened on the proximal side and a vessel cannula was inserted. A
suture wire was used to tie the artery to the cannula. Thereafter, the arterial segment
was continuously perfused with cell culture medium and the side branches of the LAD
were closed with suture wire. The procedure was repeated for the distal end of the
LAD. After inserting the cannula, the in-vivo length of the LAD segment was measured. Thereafter, the LAD was completely excised and connected to the perfusion
circuit. Care was taken to avoid torsion of the coronary artery. After clamping into
the axial straining device, the LAD was stretched until the measured in-vivo length
was fully regained. From the remaining part of the non-excised LAD, arterial samples
were taken for histologic examination and fixed in a 4% buffered formaldehyde solution and paraffin embedded for sectioning. Other samples of the non-excised LAD
were processed as controls for measuring cellular metabolism at t=0h, just after excision, and the number of proliferating cells at t=24h, as described below (figure 6.1).
The unloaded external diameter was measured and by assuming that the wall thickness is approximately 0.5 mm the internal diameter was estimated. A more detailed
description of arterial preparation and nutrition is found in chapter 2.
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the different steps in arterial culturing and analysis over
time. The left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) was cultured in the in-vitro
set-up and parts of that LAD were tested at different time points. H indicates fixation
in 4% formaldehyde for histological examination. MA indicates that those samples
were analyzed for metabolic activity with MTT. Samples indicated with P have been
cultured with BrdU and were used to determine proliferation. LAD0 indicates the
part that was taken just after excision, LAD24 indicates the part that was taken after
24h of culturing, LAD168 and LAD168-PTCA indicate the parts that were taken after
168h of in-vitro culturing, untreated and treated by PTCA, respectively.

Experimental protocol
After restoring in-vivo length, physiologic mechanical loads were applied to the LAD.
A dynamical physiologic environment was simulated by choosing a phasic perfusion
flow with a mean of 60 ml min−1 . The intraluminal pressure varied between 4 and
8 kPa at 1 Hz. The axial elongation was reconstructed as a sinusoidal peak−to−peak
axial strain of 5% with a frequency of 1 Hz. In these experiments, eight coronary
arterial segments were perfused for 168h with medium that was refreshed every 48h.
After 2 days of in-vitro culturing a balloon (3.5 - 10 crossrail, Guidant, Diegem, Belgium) was inserted and inflated at 1 MPa for 120 seconds in the proximal part of the
LAD inducing a circumferential strain up to 20%, depending on the inner diameter
of the LAD. Using a suture wire to mark the location where the balloon ended, the
LAD segment was divided into a treated and untreated part. Five days later, the experiment was completed and the two parts were prepared for analyzing metabolic
activity, proliferation, and morphological changes (figure 6.1).

Viablity assays
Cellular metabolism was investigated by a MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5diphenyl-tetrazolium bromide) test as described in chapter 3. Samples of the arte-
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rial segment were immersed in a MTT solution for 2h. Inside the cells the MTT is
converted into formazan. After extracting the formazan from the tissue, the concentration is determined spectrometrically. The absorbance levels are normalized to
tissue weight. The mitotic activity was investigated as described in chapter 3 by using
a BrdU assay. During in-vitro culturing the BrdU labelling solution was added to the
cell culture medium every 24h. After the culture periods of respectively 24 and 168h,
samples were fixed in 4% formaldehyde and processed for paraffin embedding. The
samples were preserved in the unloaded situation. One of two consecutive 6 µm thick
cross sections was stained with standard H&E to visualize the cell nuclei present. In
the second section, proliferating cells were identified using alkaline phosphatase to visualize the BrdU labelled cells. Using digital images the number of cells were counted
as described in chapter 5. Proliferation was defined as the percentage of the number
of cells containing BrdU compared to the number of hematoxylin-stained nuclei in
the consecutive section.

Histology
H&E staining was used for histological examination of the segments (see figure 6.1).
The morphological changes were analyzed by measuring media thickness, Tm , and
adventitia thickness, Ta . Normally, the cells within the media are predominantly circumferentially oriented but arteries treated by balloon angioplasty show disorientation in the media, visualized in cross section from other studies (Labinaz et al., 1996;
Nakatani et al., 2003). The thickness of that region with disorientation within the
media was also measured, Td . Local wall thickening, Tb , was also determined. The
ratios of these characteristics compared to the total wall thickness or media thickness were calculated. Rupture of the internal and external elastic laminae (IEL and
EEL, respectively), dissection between the different wall layers, and location of the
proliferating cells within the arterial wall was also studied.

Statistical analysis
The method used to test metabolic activity was assumed to be reproducible if the percentage error (PE) of the four samples taken per arterial segment was less than 20%.
Statistic analyses were done by using the Mann-Whitney test to test the difference in
metabolic activity between sample groups taken from the same heart or the Wilcoxon
paired sign test to test the differences in proportional metabolic activity between the
different time points (t=0h and t=72h or t=0h and t=168h) using samples taken
from all hearts in a particular series, both with a confidence interval of 95%.
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Results

Procedural results
For all hearts, the time between the excision of the heart at the slaughterhouse and
connection of the LAD segment to the perfusion circuit of the in-vitro model was less
than 90 minutes. The coronary arterial segments harvested had an in-vivo length of
40 ± 7 mm and the external diameter was 3.0 ± 0.2 mm. By perfusing the LAD with
cell culture medium the arterial tissue was rinsed and bloodclots were removed. It
was not always possible to detect and suture all septal side branches. Due to this
leakage, the intraluminal pressure did not exceed 6 kPa but this was not considered
a major problem as long as flow and strain was not significantly influenced by minor
leakage. The mean shear stress and axial elongation were 0.42 ± 0.08 Pa and 2 ±
0.4 mm, respectively. The balloon was inflated to a diameter of 3.61 mm resulting in
circumferential strain of 0.23 ± 0.07 compared to the situation with a pressure of 4
kPa and in-vivo length.

Metabolic activity
The MTT assay was successfully performed in all arterial segments both at 0 and
168h. Care was taken not to use arterial tissue adjacent to the cannula because unnatural mechanical loads might affect metabolic activity. The MTT assay just after
excision (t=0h) showed large inter-individual variations in initial metabolic activity
as shown in figure 6.2. Therefore, to compare the results of the individual experiments, the measured absorption from the treated and untreated parts of the LAD at
t=168h was represented as a proportion of the measured absorption at t=0h from the
same coronary artery, thereby defining the absorption of any particular artery at t=0h
as 100% (see figure 6.3). The PE of the four samples taken per segment was less than
20% for 21 out of 24 tested segments. The mean PE was less than 20% for all three
groups that were tested for metabolic activity, LAD0, LAD168, and LAD168-PTCA.
The metabolic activity of the treated and untreated parts at t=168h was significantly
increased compared to t=0h (P<0.05) but it did not significantly differ between the
treated part and the untreated part. At the average, the metabolic activity at t=168h
was 179 ± 41% for the untreated parts while for the treated parts it was 154 ± 53%
proportional to t=0h.

Proliferation
Segments of the LAD24, LAD168, and LAD168-PTCA were sectioned into six 6 µm
thick slices. Two consecutive slices were stained for BrdU detection or H&E respectively. Three couples of consecutive slices were analyzed for each segment. BrdU
labeled and hematoxylin stained cell nuclei were successfully identified in all cross
sections. Figure 6.4 shows the proliferation in the three sample groups for 8 experiments. The proliferation in the in-vitro cultured segments at 7 days was significantly
higher than after 24h of static culturing. Moreover, in the balloon treated segments,
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significantly more proliferating cells were present than in the untreated segments
(LAD24: 1 ± 1%, LAD168: 9 ± 6%, and LAD168-PTCA: 19 ± 4%), see figure 6.4.

Histology
The MTT and proliferation assay showed that metabolic processes and proliferation
in the arterial wall were influenced by in-vitro culturing and by balloon angioplasty,
respectively. Next, further histological examination was performed. The average ratios of the different layers (Td , Tm , and Ta ) compared to the total wall thickness (Tm
+ Ta ) or the media thickness (Tm ) from three different groups, LAD0, LAD168, and
LAD168-PTCA are outlined in figure 6.5. Absence of circumferential orientation of
the cells was visible at the luminal side of the media for all groups (figure 6.6). The
random orientation of the vascular cells was clearly visible and each sample showed
a region of disorientation. However, large variations in Td were found. On average, the disorientation of the cells in the media did not increase or decrease during
culturing or after PTCA treatment compared to the situation just after excision. Furthermore, there was no significant difference in the media and adventitial thickness
between LAD0, LAD168, and LAD168-PTCA. However, 5 out of 8 PTCA-treated segments showed one or more sites were local thickening of the arterial wall, a bulge,
occurred (figure 6.6). The average thickness of such a bulge Tb as a ratio to the media
thickness Tm was 0.42 ± 0.33. The thickness of the bulges are outlined in table 6.1.
and the average thickness is shown in figure 6.5.

Table 6.1: Relative thickness of the bulges that appear in LAD168-PTCA after treatment with balloon angioplasty.
exp
Tb /Tm

1
0.08
0.10

2
—-

3
0.91

4
0.79

5
—-

6
0.41
0.48

7
0.18

8
—-

Tm = medial thickness, Tb = local wall thickening (bulge).

Just after excision, LAD0, and after in-vitro culturing only, LAD168, the IEL and the
EEL were intact and appeared smooth (figure 6.6). In the treated segments, LAD168PTCA, 3 experiments showed ruptured IELs while in 2 experiment the integrity of the
EEL was affected. In cross sections of BrdU stained samples from the LAD24-group,
BrdU labeled cells were expressed in the adventitia and outer part of the media. In the
LAD168 samples, proliferating cells were spread over the entire adventitia and media
while in the LAD168-PTCA these cells were mainly located at the luminal side of the
media, near the IEL, especially in the region where the thickness of the media was
increased significantly by the bulges, and again near the adventitia. No proliferating
cells were found at the luminal side of the IEL. In figure 6.7 cross sections of the three
groups are shown.
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Discussion

The purpose of this study was to analyze the effects of balloon angioplasty on cellular
activity, proliferation, and changes in morphology in the arterial wall of in-vitro cultured porcine coronary arterial segments within the first week after treatment. The
results show that in-vitro culturing of porcine coronary arterial segments influences
metabolic processes and cell proliferation in the arterial wall. Balloon angioplasty
does not affect the metabolic processes within five days after treatment, cell proliferation, on the contrary, increased significantly. Furthermore, lumen narrowing can
occur already within 5 days as a result of local bulges at the luminal side. These
results confirm the suggestion that cell proliferation occurs within days after balloon
angioplasty.
Perfusion models, like the one described in this and other studies (Bardy et al., 1995;
Golledge et al., 1997; Zulliger et al., 2000; Conklin et al., 2000), are a valuable technique for the in-vitro study of vascular structure and function. Several advantages are
that physiological loads, like pressure and axial strain, can be incorporated and that
the entire experiment can be controlled more easily. However, the manual dissection
and mechanical loading of the arterial segment limits the use of perfusion models.
Another limitation is the replacement of blood by culture medium as the perfusion
fluid. First, because blood-borne cells have been recognized to be important in the
development of restenosis after balloon angioplasty (van Erven et al., 1992; Pietersma
et al., 1995; Bayes-Genis et al., 2001). Second, the viscosity of blood is approximately
4 times higher than culture medium viscosity. Wall shear stress is linearly related to
perfusion fluid viscosity and with an average flow velocity of 60 ml min−1 the resulting wall shear stress did not match the physiological value of 1.5 Pa (Zarins et al.,
1987; Glagov et al., 1988). This, together with the low applied intraluminal pressure,
caused by leakage, might have affected the metabolic activity, cell proliferation, and
wall structure. At first, this can be seen in the metabolic activity of the LAD168 and
LAD168-PTCA group compared to LAD0. The increase of MTT conversion by 79%
and 54% respectively, point out that the cells in the arterial tissue react to the in-vitro
environment and not to balloon angioplasty. It is unclear what exactly triggers the
changes in metabolic activity. Low wall shear stress might result in low nitric oxide
(NO) production by the endothelial cells (Lamontagne et al., 1992; Nerem, 1993),
which in turn might start the proliferation of smooth muscle cells (Garg and Hassid,
1989; Newby et al., 1992; Nunokawa and Tanaka, 1992; Kolpakov et al., 1995).
The proliferation in the LAD24-group (1.2 ± 0.8) is high compared to proliferation
as observed in in-vivo human normal adult arterial wall (0 − 0.1%) (Spagnoli et al.,
1981; Villaschi and Spagnoli, 1983). In the LAD168 and the LAD168-PTCA group
this high expression of BrdU (9.4 ± 6.4% and 18.8 ± 4.2% respectively, might be
attributed to the long incubation time with BrdU, typically 120h. Although BrdU
is unstable when exposed to light and high temperatures, when incorporated in the
DNA, it remains intact. By the time the experiment ended, all cells that have been
mitotically active are labeled with BrdU, so the proliferation outlined here is an ac-
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cumulation of all proliferating cells in the past 5 days. The presence of serum in the
surrounding culture medium might trigger adventitial cells, normally not exposed
to high amounts of growth factors, to proliferate. The manual preparation to excise the arterial segment might also affect the proliferation rate of the vascular cells.
Nevertheless, although in-vitro culturing already affects proliferation, the significant
increase in the number of proliferating cells in arterial segments that were treated
by balloon angioplasty can only be attributed to the high mechanical load, over 20%
circumferential strain, applied during angioplasty or to the injury of the arterial wall
caused by the balloon at the intimal side. Shi et al. (1996a) found corresponding
results in an in-vivo porcine coronary model. In the first days after balloon angioplasty, the percentage of proliferating cells in the media and adventitia increased
significantly by 11% and 42% after 3 days and by 16% and 34% after 7 days, respectively. These high number of proliferating cells after balloon angioplasty was also
found by Voisard et al. (1999) in an organ culture study. Although the human arterial
segments were cultured without any perfusion, proliferating cells were found up to
28 days with a maximum proliferation at 21 days after angioplasty at 1 MPa. BrdU
was added 18h prior to fixation. Seven days after angioplasty the proliferation was
approximately 1.4%. Earlier, Groves et al. (1995) visualized smooth muscle cell proliferation by immunocytochemistry for proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) and
found that the PCNA index of smooth muscle cells in the media is maximum 3 days
after balloon injury in an in-vivo pig model but in the neointima and neomedia this
index was larger and maximal after 7 days. This result was also found in an in-vivo
rabbit model (Hanke et al., 1990).
Identification of the proliferating cells with e.g., anti-Von Willebrand factor (for endothelial cells) or anti-α-SMC-actin provides information about the specific cells types
that proliferated. Perree et al. (2003) found local spots of α-SMC-actin expression at
both the intima-media and media-adventitia borders. These locations correspond
with the BrdU expression in the LAD168-PTCA group in this study. α-SMC-actin is
also expressed by myofibroblasts that might originate from activated fibroblasts (Zalewski and Shi, 1997). The accumulation of these cells at the media-adventitia border
was probably related to the surgical damage induction or lack of contact inhibition
because of removal of (peri)adventitial tissue. Like mentioned earlier, the spots near
the intima-media border are located on the medial side of the IEL and not on the intimal side. This indicates neomedia formation rather than neointima as seen in other
studies (Perree et al., 2003). The local thickenings found in LAD168-PTCA were also
located at the intimal side of the media with a high density of proliferating cells near
the IEL. The other cells in the bulges showed now BrdU expression and might be migrated to that location from the media or adventitia (Clowes and Schwartz, 1985; Shi
et al., 1996b). At the location of a bulge the lumen is somewhat narrowed, but with
an average local media thickening of 42% five days after angioplasty, it is unlikely
that such a narrowing should be of clinical relevance. This might change when the
bulge increases over time.
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Smooth muscle cells orient in the direction of stretch (Sumpio and Banes, 1988;
Kanda and Matsuda, 1994), so arterial smooth muscle cells under physiological pulsatile pressure orient in circumferential direction in the arterial wall. The low pressure applied here might cause more disorientation in the media but this was not seen
in the histological analysis when comparing the thickness of the layer of disorientation of LAD0 and LAD168. This analysis was limited by the fact that the comparison
between the different time points is done with cross sections that originate from different locations within the excised LAD. However, only the true epicardial segment of
the LAD with a diameter of at least 2.5 mm, it is unlikely that the observed differences
can be ascribed to such a limitation. Finally, the measurements of external or internal
diameter and wall layer thickness need improvement for gaining more insight in the
relationship between e.g. high circumferential strain and changes in wall structure or
proliferation.

6.5

Conclusions

This study was a first attempt to study the effects of balloon angioplasty in a dynamic
in-vitro model. In-vitro cultured coronary arterial segments treated by balloon angioplasty show significantly more proliferating cells than the untreated coronary arterial
segments. The proliferating cells in the treated segments are mainly located at the
luminal side of the arterial wall while these cells in the untreated arterial segments
are spread throughout the media. The treated arterial segments do not show changes
in media or adventitial thickness but do have local thickening of the arterial wall; a
situation that might be a start for restenosis.
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Figure 6.2: Absolute metabolic activity represented by formazan absorption just after
excision (0h) and after 168h of dynamic culturing for 8 left anterior descending (LAD)
coronary arteries either treated by balloon angioplasty (PTCA) or untreated. The
errorbars represent the standard deviation.
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Figure 6.3: Relative metabolic activity represented by formazan absorption at 168h
for eight dynamically cultured left anterior descending (LAD) coronary arteries either
treated by balloon angioplasty (PTCA) or untreated. The absorption measurements
are normalized to tissue weight and the measurements at t=0h are taken as 100%.
∗ indicates a significant difference compared to t=0h (P<0.05) and # indicates a
significant difference between the treated LAD and untreated LAD (P<0.05). On the
right the average metabolic activity of the treated and untreated LAD at 168h taken
over 8 hearts is outlined. Both LADs showed a significant increase compared to t=0h.
There was no significant difference between the treated and untreated LAD.
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Figure 6.4: Cell proliferation represented as the number of proliferating cells as a
percentage of the total number of cells for 8 left anterior descending coronary arteries. Proliferation was determined after 24h of static culturing (LAD24) and after 168h
of dynamic culturing (LAD168). After 48h, LAD168-PTCA was treated by balloon angioplasty while LAD168 remained untreated. ∗ indicates a significant difference compared to t=24h (P<0.05) and # indicates a significant difference between the treated
and untreated LAD (P<0.05). On the right the average proliferation of the LADs
taken over 6 hearts is outlined. Dynamically cultured LADs (LAD168) showed a significant increase in proliferation compared to LAD24. However, the treated segment
(LAD168-PTCA) increased significantly more than the untreated segment (LAD168).
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Figure 6.5: The average thickness of the media Tm and the adventitia Ta relative to
the wall thickness Tw and the thickness of the region of desorientated cells Td relative
to the media thickness for the LAD0, the LAD168, and the LAD168-PTCA. For the
LAD168-PTCA the average thickness of the local thickening Tb relative to the media
thickness is added. The different ratios are indicated by Tm /Tw , Ta /Tw , Td /Tm , and
Tb /Tm . The error bars represent the standard deviation (n =8).
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Figure 6.6: Cross sections of the arterial wall taken from respectively the LAD0 (top,
left), the LAD168 (top, right), and the LAD168-PTCA (bottom row). H&E staining
visualizes cell nuclei (deep blue/purple) and cytoplasm (red). The adventitia (A) and
media (M) are marked, as is the lumen (L). The solid line indicates the transition
from media to adventitia while the dashed line outlines the region in which the cells
are randomly oriented within the media (d). The local thickening of the arterial wall
is represented by b.
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Figure 6.7: Cross sections of the arterial wall taken from respectively the LAD24
(top,left), the LAD168 (top,right), and the LAD168-PTCA (bottom row). Brown spots
indicate proliferating cells that were stained with BrdU, some are pointed out by an
arrow: A=adventitia, M=media, L=lumen.
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Chapter 7

Feasibility of β - radiation in
in-vitro cultured porcine
coronary arteries
7.1

Introduction

A possible treatment to prevent restenosis after angioplasty is brachytherapy (Condado et al., 1997; Teirstein et al., 1997; King et al., 1998; Meerkin et al., 1999).
During this radiotherapeutic procedure radioactive material is placed directly into or
immediately adjacent to the tissue to be irradiated. Such a placement may either
be permanent, like a phosphorus bead that is applied in the treatment of prostate
cancer (Beyer, 2001) or temporary, like in cardiological interventions discussed here.
Because the dose rates are very high close to the radioactive sources and fall off
very rapidly with distance, brachytherapy delivers very high doses to the target tissue
while sparing the surrounding tissue. This highly localized form of radiotherapy is a
unique characteristic of brachytherapy.
Radioactivity is a process in which atomic nuclei spontaneously emit a particle or
electromagnetic radiation to achieve a more stable form. The particles that can be
emitted are α-, β- or γ -particles or neutrons and protons. To be of biological significance, radiation needs to have a highly energetic and penetrating character. The
particles may not have great weight and cannot be heavily charged. α-Particles have
a relatively large weight because they consist of 2 neutrons and 2 protons. β-Particles
are lightweight and possess positive or negative electrical charge. These particles, that
are electron like, have a moderate penetration depth because they are easily trapped
by free radicals in the tissue. γ -Radiation is electromagnetic radiation. The rays have
no mass and no charge but consist of highly energetic photons. So for therapeutic
purpose only β- and γ -radiation are useful (Jani, 1999). When the emitted radiation
passes tissues, it ionizes the atoms and molecules of the tissues. Thus it loses its en63
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ergy and eventually gets absorbed completely. The most important consequences of
ionizing radiation are immediate cell death, damage like effect, alterations in enzyme
activity, and changes in the cell reproductive cycle (Alberts, 1994). The reproductive
cycle of the cell is the cycle during which the cell doubles its DNA and eventually
divides. It consists of five successive stages (see figure 7.1) and the time in which the
stages are completed depends on cell type and the (changes in) physiological environment.

M
division

β

G2
G1

interphase

β
S
Figure 7.1: Schematic representation of the reproductive cell cycle.
The two important phases are the mitotic phase M in which the process of nuclear
division and cell division takes place and the synthetic phase S in which the DNA is
replicated. In the different G-phases the cell is at rest or preparing itself for synthesis or mitosis. Rubin (1988) concluded that after irradiation blockages occur in the
G 1 -phase or at the G 1 /S-phase transition, by measuring the DNA content of the cells
before and after radiation. The location of the G 1 -block appears to be radiation dose
independent but the duration of the block appears directly dose dependent. In ECs,
also the S-phase is delayed. The differences in cellular response to γ - or β-irradiation
are not yet clear. In earlier in-vitro studies (Rubin, 1989; Fareh et al., 1999) the effects
seem to be similar. This indicated that irradiation inhibits proliferation and changes
the cell cycle. In restenotic processes, the increased proliferation of the vascular cells
is of great importance so inhibiton of proliferation might prevent restenosis. Fareh
et al. (1999) found that at low dose rates β-particles the proliferation and migrations
of ECs and SMCs was inhibited but that the ECs seemed to be more radioresistant
than vascular SMCs. Based on enzyme activity and DNA content vascular SMCs seem
to be more resistant to ionizing radiation (Rubin, 1984).
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With the aim of reducing the development of atherosclerosis, the first in-vivo use of
intravascular radiotherapy was reported by Friedman et al. (1964). The concept was
revived by Liermann et al. (1994) to modulate the postangioplasty restenotic process,
and a number of studies have documented the favourable impact of intraluminal irradiation on the occurrence of neointimal hyperplasia in several animal models (Mazur
et al., 1994; Wiedermann et al., 1994, 1995; Waksman et al., 1995a,b; Waksman,
1997; Waksman et al., 1997). See Sabaté and van der Giessen (2000) for a more
detailed overview on the use of brachytherapy. Condado et al. (1997) designed a
study to evaluate the feasibility, safety, and effectiveness of intracoronary brachytherapy after angioplasty for preventing restenosis in human coronary arteries. Using an
192 Ir-source wire 22 arteries were irradiated in-vivo with doses ranging from 14 to 25
Gy. During angiographic follow-ups at 24 hours, between 30 - 60 days and after over
6 months after irradiation, the late loss of the luminal diameter was measured. The
results show a direct decrease in loss of diameter compared to non-irradiated arteries
that was still maintained in 20 arteries after 6 months. At the same time Teirstein et al.
(1997) started a similar clinical trial, the Scripps Coronary Radiation to Inhibit Proliferation Post Stenting trial (SCRIPPS), in which after balloon dilatation and stenting
the patient received local irradiation with an 192 Ir-source or placebo. About 8 Gy
was delivered at the target lesion while the spot closest to the source did not receive
more than 30 Gy. During the follow up of 6 months, mean minimal luminal diameter, late luminal loss and percentage of restenosis, defined as a stenosis of 50 percent
or more of the luminal diameter, were determined and turned out to be favourable
in comparison to a control group. So treatment of restenosis with radiation therapy
seemed to be effective. At the two year follow up the composite end point of death,
myocardial infarction or target-lesion revascularisation was significantly lower in the
192 Ir-treated versus the placebo-treated patients (23.1% vs 51.7%) (Teirstein et al.,
1999). After three years the mean luminal diameter of 192Ir-patients who did not
have new interventions had decreased significantly but was still larger than the mean
luminal diameter in placebo-patients (Teirstein et al., 2000). Because γ -radiation is
highly penetrating and results in increased exposure of the patient and the operators
to ionizing radiation, it is desirable to use a radiation source that reduces this effect. β-radiation can be a good alternative because in both animal studies (Waksman
et al., 1997) and human clinical trials (King et al., 1998; Meerkin et al., 1999) the
formation of neointima is suppressed to a degree equal to the suppression observed
with γ -radiation. Condado and Teirstein used γ -source wires. King et al. (1998) and
Meerkin et al. (1999) developed clinical trials using β-radiation. The results of King’s
Beta Energy Restenosis Trial (BERT), delivering 12, 14 or 16 Gy to the target lesions,
were comparable to the results of trials mentioned above.
Costa et al. (1999), Waksman et al. (2000), and Coen et al. (2001) already diagnosed
late thrombosis after angioplasty and intracoronary brachytherapy in several patients.
Because late thrombosis is rarely seen in patients who only had angioplasty this phenomenon should be attributed to the use of radiation therapy. It is caused by delayed
neo-endothelialization of the treated segment and long-lasting. Aggressive platelet
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inhibition is mandatory after intracoronary brachytherapy. Little is known about possible late consequences like aneurysm formation, perforation or accelerated vascular
disease and whether the beneficial effects will be persistent or therapy will only delay
restenosis. Therefore, research needs to be done on long term effects of β-radiation.
Futhermore, it is important to study the early response to irradiation. What is the first
cellular response to irradation? How does the arterial wall react when different doses
are applied? How does it effect mechanical behaviour? This early response can give
an indication of the long term outcome of the procedure. Again an in-vitro model can
be helpful.
The aim of the present study was to test the feasibility of brachytherapy in the invitro perfusion model as described in chapter 2 and to explore the preliminary effects
of brachytherapy on the metabolic activity, proliferation and morphology of in-vitro
cultured coronary arteries. To our best knowledge, this was the first in-vitro experiment to test the influence of brachytherapy. In this experiment a coronary arterial
segment was placed in the in-vitro culturing device immediately after excision. After
48h, balloon angioplasty was performed on the most proximal part of the segment
while the distal part remains untreated. Directly after this procedure, brachytherapy
was performed on the treated part of the segment. The segment was taken out of
the in-vitro model 120h later (168h after starting the experiment) and processed for
further analysis.

7.2

Methods

Porcine left anterior descending coronary arteries (LADs), harvested from three different hearts, were cultured in the in-vitro model. The arterial segments were prepared
and nurtured as described in chapter 2. After 48h of in-vitro culturing balloon angioplasty (BA) was performed. A balloon catheter was inserted through the Y-connector
and situated at the proximal site of the arterial segment, just distal to the tip of
the vessel cannula. The balloon (3.5 - 10 Voyager, Guidant, Diegem, Belgium) was
inflated with 1 MPa which resulted in a balloon diameter of 3.63 mm. After 120
seconds the balloon was deflated and removed. Following BA, the artery was treated
with the Novoste Beta-Cath system. This system consists of two components, a transfer device that hydraulically delivers the radioactive grains, and a 3.5F catheter with
a dedicated, closed-end lumen for the radioactive source train (β-rail 3.5F delivery
catheter, Novoste GmbH, Krefeld, Germany). The catheter is connected to a transfer
device. The transfer device is equipped with a 40 mm long train of 16 cylindrical radioactive grains that contain 90 Strontium /90 Yttrium, a pure β source. The β-particles
have a maximal energy of 2.27 MeV. The half-life of the radioactive material is 28.8
years. The source train was delivered to the tip of the catheter and remained in place
for a specific time based on the dose prescribed. In-vivo, the catheter is positioned
at the lesion site under X-ray or fluoroscopic guidance. These visualization techniques are not suitable for this in-vitro set-up. Positioning of the catheter is done by
measuring the distance between the point of insertion into the perfusion circuit, the
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Y-connector, and the point where the catheter leaves the vessel cannula and enters the
arterial segment. A marker is placed on the catheter to indicate the insertion length
of the catheter. Accurate positioning of the catheter tip is necessary because only the
proximal 10 mm of the arterial segments needed to be exposed to β-radiation. The
other 30 mm of source train was situated inside the cannula and stainless steel tube,
see figure 7.2.

3 mm

10 mm

10 mm

Figure 7.2: Schematic representation of the positioning of the catheter tip.
The exposure time needed to apply a dosis of 20 Gy at 2 mm of the lumen centre
depends on vessel size and the activity of the radio-active source. For vessels with
diameters over 3.5 mm and the source train used here, the exposure time is 3 minutes and 42 seconds. The internal diameter was already determined after excision of
the artery. Radiation exposure to the environment was limited by the organ culture
bath that is made of polycarbonate. Furthermore, the complete set-up was situated
in an incubator. Only the transfer device was outside that shielding. All radiation
procedures and protection were in accordance to the existing safety regulations and
supervised by the Radiation Protection Department of Eindhoven University of Technology. Five days later, after 168h of in-vitro culturing, the experiment was finished
and the arterial segment was analysed for metabolic activity, by using a MTT assay,
cell proliferation by using a BrdU assay, and morphology. The arterial segment was
divided into two parts: the treated and the untreated part. Each part was divided
into 5 samples from which 4 were used in the MTT assay like described in chapter
5. The other one was fixed, paraffin embedded and cut into 6 µm thick slices for
immunohistology (as described in chapter 5).

Statistical analysis
The method used to test metabolic activity was assumed to be reproducible if the
percentage error (PE) of the four samples taken per arterial segment was less than
20%. Statistic analyses were done by using the Mann-Whitney test to test the differ-
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ence in metabolic activity between sample groups taken from the same heart with a
confidence interval of 95%. Because of the limited number of experiments (n=3), it
was not possible to conclude on significance in metabolic activity and proliferation
between the different time points (t=0h and t=168h) using samples taken from all
hearts.

7.3

Results

Procedural results
For the three hearts, the time between the excision of the heart at the slaughterhouse
and connection of the LAD segment to the perfusion circuit of the in-vitro model was
less than 90 minutes. The coronary arterial segments harvested had an in-vivo length
between 35 and 38 mm and the internal diameter was between 2.7 and 3.1 mm. By
perfusing the LAD with cell culture medium the arterial tissue was rinsed and bloodclots were removed. Fourty-eigth hours after the beginning of the in-vitro culturing
balloon angioplasty was performed, followed immediately by brachytherapy. The balloon was inflated to a diameter of 3.63 mm resulting in circumferential strain of 26 ±
9% of the vessel wall compared to the situation with a pressure of 4 kPa and in-vivo
length. After deflating and removing the balloon, the delivery catheter was inserted.
Although it was not possible to visualize the catheter inside the arterial segment, the
positioning of the cathetertip by using the distance marker only, was successful in
all three cases. Although the inner diameter of the three arterial segments did not
exceed 3.5 mm, the arterial segment was exposed to ionizing radiation for 3 minutes
and 42 seconds. Consequently, over 20 Gy was delivered to the arterial wall at 2 mm
from the lumen center. During the experiment, the area in which the incubator and
researchers were situated was monitored for radio-activity. No ionizing radiation was
measured. After removing the source train from the catheter and the catheter from
the set-up, the monitoring was repeated and was also performed inside the incubator to make sure no radio-active material was left in the set-up. Again no ionizing
radiation was measured.

Metabolic activity
The MTT assay was successfully performed in all arterial segments both at 0h and
168h. Care was taken not to use arterial tissue adjacent to the cannula because unnatural mechanical loads might affect metabolic activity. The PE was less than 20% for all
sample groups. The absolute measured metabolic activity is shown in figure 7.3. To
compare the results of the individual experiments, the measured metabolic activity of
treated and untreated part of the LAD at t=168h was represented as a proportion of
the measured absorption at t=0h from the same coronary artery, thereby defining the
activity of any particular artery at t=0h as 100% (figure 7.4). The metabolic activity
for the LAD168 and LAD168-BT increased up to 128 ± 18% and 105 ± 29%. Furthermore, in two experiments there was no significant difference between the treated
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and untreated segment, although the treated segments appeared to be slightly less
metabolic active.

Proliferation
BrdU labelled and hematoxylin stained cell nuclei were successfully identified in
all cross sections. Figure 7.5 shows the proliferation in the three sample groups.
The number of proliferating cells in the LAD168 significantly increased compared to
LAD24 in all 3 experiments (P<0.05). The proliferation in the LAD168-BT group
has increased significantly as well. On average, the proliferation in the LAD168 and
LAD168-BT was 10% and 8% respectively. Because only 3 arteries were studied in
this way, no statistical conclusions can be inferred. In cross sections of BrdU stained
samples from the LAD24 group, proliferating cells were expressed in the adventitia
and outer part of the media. In the LAD168, these cells were spread over the entire
adventitia and media. Although the treated segment (LAD168-BT) showed proliferating cells near the intima mainly in the first experiment, in the other two experiments
these cells were spread over the media and adventitia. For all segments there were
no proliferating cells found at the luminal side of the internal elastic lamina (IEL). In
figure 7.6 cross sections of the three groups are shown.

7.4

Discussion

In this study the feasibility of brachytherapy in the in-vitro model is shown. With an
adequate design of the organ bath, brachytherapy experiments could be performed in
this in-vitro set-up within the safety regulations. The analyses of changes in metabolic
activity, proliferation and morphology gave a first impression of the short term response to radiation. Because of the limited number of experiments it is not possible
to conclude on significance. However, it was irresistible to investigate if the results
were consistent with our previous experiments or not.
The studies described in chapter 5 and 6 showed an increase in metabolic activity of
the dynamically cultured LAD of 102 ± 61% and 79 ± 41% respectively (see figures
5.3 and 6.3). Furthermore, the treated parts of the dynamically cultured LAD that
had been treated with balloon angioplasty (chapter 6) showed a significant increase
of 54 ± 53%. However, in the brachytherapy experiments the untreated LAD showed
noticeable less increase in metabolic activity after 168h as does the treated LAD, 28 ±
18% and 5 ± 29%. Clearly, the cells in the treated and untreated LAD segments have
become less metabolic active compared to the results found in chapter 5 and 6. The
metabolic activity in the treated segments appears to be further decreased than the
activity in the untreated segments. Although the untreated segments were not irradiated directly, it has to be assumed that exposure to ionizing radiation in the adjacent
untreated LAD segment had been inevitable, causing a decrease in metabolic activity.
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The proliferation in the arterial segments from these 3 experiments are compared
with the proliferation found in earlier experiments. The sharp increase in proliferation as observed with balloon angioplasty alone (chapter 6), was not present anymore in the segments irradiated by β-radiation directly after balloon angioplasty. This
observation supports the idea of inhibition of cell proliferation by β-radiation as supposed to be the mechanism of action in-vivo human coronary arteries. The number of
proliferating cells in the static cultured LAD (2.3%) after 24h is clearly higher than the
number of proliferating cells found in chapter 5, 0.1%. In chapter 6 the proliferation
was 1.2%. Because all these arteries were excised and cultured according to the same
protocol, there was no explanation for this increase. The proliferation in the LAD
that were cultured in-vitro for 168h without any treatment was not different from the
results found in chapter 5 and 6, 10% compared to 8% and 9% respectively. As in
chapter 5 and 6 the proliferating cells were located in the media and adventitia. The
arterial segment that had been treated with brachytherapy immediately after balloon
angioplasty also showed a proliferation of 8%. This is comparable to the proliferation
in the LAD segments that was not treated but is obviously less than the segment that
was treated by balloon angioplasty only. The proliferating cells were not dominantly
located at the luminal side like in the segments treated with balloon angioplasty only
but were spread in the media like in the untreated segments. In conclusion, ionizing
radiation applied by brachytherapy resulted in a decrease in metabolic activity and in
a large decrease in PTCA induced proliferation.
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Figure 7.3: Absolute metabolic activity represented by formazan absorption just after
excision (0h) and after 168h of dynamic culturing for 3 left anterior descending (LAD)
coronary arteries either treated by balloon angioplasty followed by brachytherapy
(BT) or untreated. The errorbars represent the standard deviation.
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Figure 7.4: Relative metabolic activity represented by formazan absorption normalized to tissue weight at t=168h for 3 experiments in which a dynamic cultured segments is treated by PTCA and brachytherapy (LAD168-BT) or untreated (LAD168).
The absorption measurements at t=0h are taken as 100%. ∗ indicates a significant
difference compared to t=oh (P<0.05). On the right the average metabolic activity of
the treated and untreated LAD at 168h taken over 3 hearts is outlined. No significant
differences in metabolic activity were seen.
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Figure 7.5: Cell proliferation represented as the number of proliferating cells as a
percentage of the total number of cells for 3 left anterior descending coronary arteries. Proliferation was determined after 24h of static culturing (LAD24) and after 168h
of dynamic culturing (LAD168). After 48h, LAD168-BT was treated by balloon angioplasty followed by brachytherapy while LAD168 remained untreated. ∗ indicates a
significant difference compared to t=24h (P<0.05) and # indicates a significant difference between the treated and untreated LAD (P<0.05). On the right the average
proliferation of the LADs taken over 3 hearts is outlined. Dynamically cultured LADs
both showed a increase in proliferation compared to LAD24 while the treated segment
(LAD168-BT) did not differ from the untreated segment (LAD168).
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Figure 7.6: Cross sections of the arterial wall taken from the LAD24 (top, left),
LAD168 (top, right), and the LAD168-BT (bottom row), respectively. BrdU staining visualizes cell nuclei of proliferating cells (brown). The adventitia (A) and media
(M) are marked, as is the lumen (L).
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Chapter 8

Mechanical characterization of
coronary arteries
8.1

Introduction

Detailed knowledge of the material properties of arterial walls is helpful for understanding the changes in the cardiovascular system due to influences as aging,
atherosclerosis or hypertension. A profound knowledge of arterial mechanical behaviour over physiological ranges of strains and pressures is further important e.g., in
vascular surgery for the optimal design of arterial prostheses and the proper choice
of vascular transplants as well as for studying the cause of stenosis or aneurysm
formation. Furthermore, mechano-biological adaptation models that describe the
impact of cardiological interventions in terms of mechanical properties need to be
developed. In the past three decades, vascular wall mechanics was studied extensively. Those studies had a widely spread variation in artery origin (dog (Cox, 1983),
rat (Weizsäcker and Pinto, 1988), rabbit (Li and Hayashi, 1996), or human (Gupta
and Kasyanov, 1997), location, treatment prior to testing, and state of disease (e.g.
healthy, atherosclerotic, or hypertensive artery)). Also, different testing methods
have been used, including tensile tests with e.g., rings (Hayashi et al., 1981), and
the pressure-diameter tests of tubular specimens (Hayashi, 1993; Humphrey et al.,
1993). These inflation tests of the intact vessel are more preferable because the tubular shape of the vessel is preserved and a physiological load is applied. One of the
disadvantage of these studies is that they are mostly performed on post-mortem arterial tissue or tissue that has been fixated. Most studies used larger arteries like aorta
or carotid arteries and only a few studies focussed on coronary arteries (Kang et al.,
1995; Frobert et al., 1996a; Veress et al., 2000; Tajaddini et al., 2003).
Besides these experimental studies, several mathematical and numerical studies were
performed to describe or predict the mechanical behaviour as observed. Non-linearity
and anisotropy have been studied extensively since the seventies. Because detailed
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knowledge of the microstructure was lacking, the researchers were restricted to phenomenological descriptions as reviewed by Humphrey (1995). Fung et al. (1979)
introduced an exponential strain energy function and several researchers were able
to use that function to fit to their experimental results (von Maltzahn and Warriyar,
1984; Hayashi, 1993). Later on more knowledge was obtained from structures within
the arterial wall like the presence of collagen fibres within the different layers and the
contents of the extracellular matrix. When it became clear that at low pressures the
elastic laminae and fibres govern the mechanical behaviour while at higher pressures
the behaviour is highly non-linear and anisotropic due to collagen fiber orientation
(Roach and Burton, 1957; Rhodin, 1980) the constitutive law was extended to describe a biphasic behaviour. Holzapfel et al. (2000) introduced a constitutive material
law in which the artery is modelled as a thick walled non-linearly elastic circular
cylindrical tube consisting of two layers corresponding to the media and adventitia.
Each layer is treated as a fiber reinforced material with the extracellular matrix and
elastic lamina as the ground substance and the fibres corresponding to collagenous
component of the material. By adding collagen fiber direction, this model better described physiologic behaviour than the models mentioned earlier.
In chapter 2 and 5 of this thesis, an in-vitro model was described in which small
diameter arteries can be cultured under physiological conditions for several days to
study the vascular wall response to cardiological interventions, like balloon angioplasty (van den Heuvel et al., 2005). In addition to looking at changes in histology or metabolic activity, determination of changes in mechanical behaviour can give
more information about wall adaptation in response to cardiological interventions,
e.g. wall thickening or collagen remodelling. Moreover, a link between histology
and metabolic and mitotic changes on the one hand and changes in the mechanical
properties on the other hand can be made. With some adjustments the in-vitro model
can be used for inflation tests on small diameter vessels that are freshly excised and
cultured under physiological circumstances. The aim of this study was to determine
the stress - strain relationships of coronary arterial segments just after excision and
placed in a physiological environment with normal or relaxed smooth muscle cells
and to describe this behaviour with a non-linear elastic material model as proposed
by Holzapfel et al. (2000). This model has already been used as a basis for arterial
wall adaptation models (Driessen et al., 2004). The characteristics of such fresh and
viable arterial segments can also be useful for a better development of tissue engineered small arteries. In the methods, the mathematical model and the constitutive
law are described first. After that, the adjustments to the experimental set-up, the
arterial preparation, and the experimental protocol are outlined. The parameter estimation algorithm is described and finally the sensitivity of the parameters is tested.
In the results, the measured pressure to inner radius relations are shown and a comparision of the mechanical behaviour of the normal and relaxed artery is given. After
that, the computed material parameters are outlined and these parameter sets are analyzed by using a theoretical, standard, geometrical description of the artery. Finally,
the results are discussed.
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Mathematical Model

Kinematics
The artery is considered an incompressible thick-walled tube subjected to an internal
pressure, an axial extension, and torsion (see figure 8.1). It is known that when an
artery is removed from the body and not subjected to any load it is not in a stressfree configuration. When cut radially, an arterial segment will open in a circular way
(Vossoughi et al., 1993; Fung, 1993). Hence, the arterial segment can be in three
different states: a stress-free reference configuration 0 , an unloaded configuration
r , and the configuration under loading . It is assumed that the geometry of the
Ro
Θ

R

ro
θ

Ri

r

ri

α
L

L0

stress free Ω 0

pi = 0

unloaded Ω r

l

pi

loaded Ω

Figure 8.1: Definition of the three states of deformation for a thick-walled cylindrical
tube including residual strains. The intraluminal pressure is defined as pi and the
axial strain λz as l / L 0 .
stress-free configuration 0 can be described as a cylinder. The unloaded configuration r represents the state of an artery when removed from the surrounding tissue.
The arterial wall will contain the so-called residual stresses. In the loaded situation,
lumen diameter and wall thickness change with inner and outer radius and length of
the segment, respectively r i , ro , and l. Geometrical dimensions in the stress free state
are ex-vivo length L 0 , inner radius Ri , wall thickness H0 = Ro - Ri , and opening angle
α with Ro as the outer radius. This geometry is defined in cylindrical coordinates
(R,2,Z ) by
Ri ≤ R ≤ R o ,

0 ≤ 2 ≤ (2π − α),

0 ≤ Z ≤ L 0.

(8.1)

In terms of cylindrical coordinates (r ,θ,z) the geometry of the loaded configuration 
is defined by
ri ≤ r ≤ ro ,

0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π, 0 ≤ z ≤ l.

(8.2)

Where ri , ro , and l denote the inner and outer radius and the length of the deformed
tube, respectively. The position vector xE of a material point in  can be written as
xE (r, θ, z) = r eEr (θ) + z eEz ,

(8.3)
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with eEr and eEz the unit basis vectors in the radial and axial direction associated with
(r ,θ,z). When assuming incompressibility of the material r , θ, and z can be written as
s
R 2 − Ri2
8
r=
+ ri2 , θ = k2 + Z , z = λz Z ,
(8.4)
kλz
Lo
with λz = l/L 0 as the axial stretch, k = 2π/(2π − α) as a measure for the opening angle, ri as the inner radius in the deformed configuration and 8 as the angle of torsion
(Holzapfel et al., 2000). The deformation tensor F can be expressed in cylindrical
coordinates as
E 0 xE )T = λr eEr eER + λθ eEθ eE2 + λz eEz eEZ + γ λz eEθ eEZ ,
F = (∇

(8.5)

with eER , eE2 , eEZ the unit basis vectors associated with (R,2,Z ) and where the following
stretch ratios have been introduced:
∂r
R
r ∂θ
kr
l
∂θ
8
λr =
=
, λθ =
= , λz =
, γ =r
=r ,
(8.6)
∂R
r kλz
R ∂2
R
L0
∂z
l
with λr , λθ , λz the stretch in the radial, circumferential and axial directions, respectively. The shear resulting from torsion is represented by γ . From these equations the
left and right Cauchy Green tensors C = F T · F and B = F · F T can be derived. Note
that when there is no torsion these strain tensors only have diagonal components and
are equal.

Equilibrium
In the absence of body forces the equilibrium equation reads
E
E · σ = 0,
∇

(8.7)
∂
( ∂θ

= 0) and
with σ as the Cauchy stress tensor. When axisymmetry is assumed
∂
the edge effects are neglected ( ∂z = 0) the total set of equations is reduced to one
equation that originates from the radial component of the balance equation:
∂σr
σr − σθ
+
= 0,
(8.8)
∂r
r
where σr and σθ are the Cauchy stress components in the radial and circumferential
direction. At the outer surface of the tube the stress in radial direction must be zero.
with this boundary condition, σr |r=ro = 0, the stress in radial direction is written as:
σr (r ) =

Zro

σr − σθ 0
dr , ri ≤ r ≤ ro .
r0

(8.9)

r

By applying the boundary condition for the inner surface σr |r=ri = − pi an expression
for the internal pressure is obtained:
pi =

Zro

ri

σθ − σr
dr.
r

(8.10)
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For incompressible materials the Cauchy stress can be divided into a hydrostatic and
a distortional part, hence σr = − p + τr and σθ = − p + τθ . Note that the hydrostatic
pressure p disappears from (8.10). The deformation of the cylindrical tube resulting
from an internal pressure is found by solving this equation.

Solution procedure
With complex constitutive relations that describe the material behaviour (8.10) cannot be solved analytically. To maintain the general character of the model a numerical
technique is employed. For given values of α and λz the distortional parts of the stress,
i
τr and τm , can be written as a function of λθi , r and 8. λθi = kr
Ri is defined as the
value of λθ at the inner surface of the tube. Let f be a function describing (σr − σθ ),
then (8.10) can be written in a general form as
Zro

1
f (λθi , r )dr − pi = 0.
r

(8.11)

ri

Because r is a function of r i only and ri is given in terms of λθi the only unknown
remaining is λθi . Using a Newton-Cotes integration rule the integral is evaluated:
n
X

f (λθi , r j )

j =1

wj
− pi = 0,
rj

(8.12)

with w j and r j the weights and the Newton-Cotes integration points and n the order of the integral rule. The previous equation is, in general, non-linear. Therefore
a Newton iteration scheme is used to solve (8.12). This gives the following linear
equation for λθi :
n
X
wj
df
k
k
[ k δλkθi + f (λkθi )]
− pi = 0, λk+1
θi = λθi + δλθi ,
r
dλ
j
θi
j =1

(8.13)

with δλθi the error between the exact solution and the estimate for λθi . The previous
equation can be written in a general form as:
K δλkθi = −R(λkθi ) + pi ,

(8.14)

with
K

=

n
X
d f wj
dλkθi r j

(8.15)

j =1

R

=

n
X
j =1

f (λkθi )

wj
.
rj

(8.16)

The iteration procedure is started with λ0θi = 1 and iteration are performed until
δλkθi has become sufficiently small. The exact values of f are determined by the
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constitutive equations that will be outlined in section 8.2. In this study the balance
equation is solved by dividing the domain into 4 subdomains and use piecewise linear
integration with n = 3.
When the deformation is known the axial force N and the torque M can be calculated
using
Zro
N = 2π σz r dr
(8.17)
M

= 2π

ri
Zro

σθ z r 2 dr,

(8.18)

ri

with σz the Cauchy stress in the axial direction and σθ z the shear in the θ - z - plane.

Constitutive equations
The arterial wall is described as a matrix in which collagen fibres are embedded.
The angle of the fibres inside the arterial wall with respect to the circumferential
direction is described by β (see figure 8.2). The collagen fibres are modelled as a
one-dimensional material, exerting only stress in the fiber direction (ē f i ) (van Oijen,
2003). Because only one pair of collagen fibres is used there are two fiber directions
(i = 1, 2). This pair of fibres is uniformely distributed within the wall. The model

z
θ

β

Figure 8.2: The arterial wall described as a matrix in which a pair of collagen fibres
in embedded. The orientation of the fibres is described by β , the angle between the
circumferential (θ ) and axial (z ) direction and the fibres are uniformly distributed.
is based on a convex strain energy function that is consistent with mechanical and
mathematical requirements. The Cauchy stress tensor σ is written as:
σ = − p I + τ m + [τ f − e¯f · τ m · e¯f ]e¯f e¯f

(8.19)
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where p is the hydrostatic pressure, I the unity tensor, τ m the isotropic matrix stress
tensor, and τ f the fiber stress. It is assumed that τ m represents the contribution of
all matrix components (e.g. elastin and proteoglycans), except the collagen fibres,
to the total constitutive behaviour. An elastic constitutive law is used to model the
mechanical behaviour of the arterial wall. Viscoelastic characteristics are neglected.
The mechanical behaviour or the matrix material is described by an incompressible
Neo-Hookean model:
τ m = G(B − I ),

(8.20)

with G being the shear modulus of the material. Based on the study of Holzapfel et al.
(2000), the following expression for the fiber stress is used:
τ f = k1 λ2 [ek2 (λ

2 −1)2

− 1],

(8.21)

Where λ is the fiber stretch, k 1 a stiffness parameter and k 2 a dimensionless parameter.
Using appropriate values for the material parameter k 1 and k2 the nonlinear behaviour
and strong stiffening effect of collagen fibres (especially at high pressures) can be
modelled. It is assumed that the collagen fibres are inactive in compression: τ f = 0
when λ<1. The fiber stretch in both directions is calculated from:
λ2i = ē f0i · C · ē f 0i .

(8.22)

The fiber direction in the deformed configuration (ē f ) is then determined from ē f0 :
ē f = F · ē f0 .

(8.23)

In matrix notation the undeformed configuration the fiber directions are described
by:
ē f01 = [ 0 cos(β) si n(β) ]T , ē f02 = [ 0 cos(β) − si n(β) ]T .

(8.24)

Furthermore it is assumed that the fibres are distributed uniformly within the wall,
hence there is no radial dependency in the material properties and the geometry of
the fibres.
Summarizing, the total constitutive behaviour of the arterial wall is governed by:
σ = − p I + G(B − I) +

2
X

[τ fi − eE fi · [G(B − I)] · eE f i ]Ee f i eE fi ,

(8.25)

i=1

with
2

2

τ fi = k1 λ2i [ek2 (λi −1) − 1].

(8.26)

For no twist conditions (γ = 0) the stress components can be expressed as
σr
σθ

= − p + G(Br − 1)
= − p + G(Bθ − 1) +

(8.27)
2
X

[τ f i − τm ]

Bθ cos2 β
λ2i

(8.28)

[τ fi − τm ]

Bz sin2 β
λ2i

(8.29)

i=1

σz

= − p + G(Bz − 1) +

2
X
i=1
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with
Br

= λr2 =

λ2i

=

τm

=

R2
k 2 λ2z r 2

,

Bθ = λ2θ =

k 2r 2
,
R2

Bz = λ2z ,

k 2r 2
cos2 β + λ2z sin2 β
R2
G
(Bθ (Bθ − 1) cos2 β + Bz (Bz − 1) sin2 β).
λ2i

(8.30)
(8.31)
(8.32)

Because of the unilateral relation between λi and λθ (8.32), function f and the derivative d f /dλθi can be determined and K and R can be computed. Note that in the following sections, the subscript i is dropped from the notation of the internal pressure,
hence p refers to internal pressure unless stated otherwise.

8.3

Experimental set-up

The in-vitro model consists of a polycarbonate organ bath, a piston pump and an axial
strain device as shown in figure 8.3. Using the vessel cannulas, the arterial segment
is connected to short stainless steel tubes, one on each side. Together with the tubes,
the segment is immersed in the organ bath filled with medium. Arterial segments
with a diameter of 2 - 4 mm can be studied in this way. The stainless steel tubes
are mounted onto the axial strain device. The axial strain of the segment is generated with a freely programmable linear actuator (PI 235.5DG) and controller (C842,
both Physik Instrumente, Karlsruhe, Germany). The tube at the proximal side of the
artery is connected to the piston pump by using silicone tubes and the distal side is
connected to a closed-end fluid column. With the piston pump and the axial strain
device intraluminal pressure and axial strain can be applied to the arterial segment. A
pressure wire (PressureWire, RADI Medical Systems, Uppsala, Sweden) was inserted
through a Y-connector to measure intraluminal pressure. The changes in inner diameter of the arteries was determined using an ultrasound scanner with a 10 MHz
linear array probe (Picus, ESAOTE/PIE Medical Systems) combined with an arterial
analyzer (ART.LAB, ESAOTE / PIE Medical Systems). This configuration makes it possible to measure arterial properties real-time by processing the raw radiofrequency
(RF) ultrasound signals (Brands et al., 1997). In comparison with video processing
of ultrasound images this had the advantage of being faster and more accurate. In
the current set-up, the diameter was measured along a single line of observation (Mline) with a repetition frequency of 932 Hz. After a rough manual identification of
the lumen position, the arterial walls are automatically detected based on dynamically adjusted threshold values (Hoeks et al., 1995; Meinders et al., 2001). A force
transducer connected at the distal stainless steel tube measured changes in longitudinal force. All signals were monitored with a multi I/O data acquisition adapter
(PCI-MIO-16-E4) and LabVIEW software (both from National Instruments, Austin,
TX, USA).
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piston pump
linear actuator
segment
pressure wire

force transducer
US probe

Figure 8.3: Experimental set-up for determining mechanical behaviour of freshly
excised small diameter vessels (diameter 2 - 4 mm) under physiological conditions.
A coronary arterial segment can be inflated by the piston pump while intraluminal
pressure, diameter changes and longitudinal force are measured.

Arterial preparation
Five left anterior descending coronary arteries (LADs) were excised from porcine
hearts obtained from 5 months old pigs of approximately 100 kg. The hearts were
transported from the abattoir to the laboratory on ice-cold PBS. Under sterile conditions the pericardium was opened and the LAD located. First the LAD was opened
on the proximal side and a vessel cannula (30005, Medtronic, The Netherlands) was
inserted. A polypropylene 3/0 suture wire (Ethicon, Johnson&Johnson, The Netherlands) was used to tie the artery to the cannula, adapted at one end to fit the artery
and with a LUER lock at the other end. Thereafter the arterial segment was continuously perfused with cell culture medium (BioWhittakerT M DMEM BE12-707F, Cambrex Belgium) complemented with antibiotics. The side branches of the LAD were
closed with the same suture wire. The procedure was repeated for the distal end
of the LAD. After inserting the cannula, the in-vivo length, l, of the LAD segment
between both cannulae was measured. Then the LAD was completely excised and
placed in the in-vitro set-up. Care was taken to avoid torsion of the coronary artery.

Experimental protocol
The arterial segment was stretched until its in-vivo length was regained. The chamber
of the piston pump, the silicone hoses, and the fluid column were filled with cell
culture medium so an intraluminal pressure of 4 kPa was applied and the arterial
segment was tested for leakage. By applying a sinusoidal change in intraluminal
pressure, varying between 4 and 18 kPa with a frequency of 1 Hz, the arterial segment
was inflated (see figure 8.4).
Pressure-, diameter-, and axial force data are acquired for eight consecutive periods
of the pressure signal, “cardiac cycles”. Thereafter, the smooth muscle cells in the
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Figure 8.4: Pressure and axial strain applied during the experiments. L 0 is the ex-vivo
length and l the in-vivo length of the arterial segment.
arterial wall were completely relaxed by applying papaverine, an endothelium independent strong vasodilator, directly onto the arterial wall and by replacing the cell
culture medium surrounding the arterial segment by cell culture medium containing
papaverine [1 mg ml−1 ]. Then the inflation test was repeated. At the end of the experiment, the arterial segment was taken out of the in-vitro model and rinsed several
times with medium without papaverin. The unloaded geometry, inner radius Ri , wall
thickness H0, the ex-vivo length L 0 and the opening angle α in the stress free configuration were measured. Several methods are described to determine these geometries
(Vaishnav and Vossoughi, 1987; Liu and Fung, 1988; Frobert et al., 1998). To have a
first insight in the mechanical behaviour of the arterial wall the compliance C of an
artery can be helpful. By determining the gradient between the lumen area A and the
applied pressure, a simple parameter for the stiffness of the arterial wall is obtained.
The distensibility D normalizes the compliance to the lumen area.
C

=

D

=

∂r 2
∂A
=π i
∂p
∂p
C
A

(8.33)
(8.34)

Parameter estimation algorithm
Using the geometrical parameters of the arterial segments and the internal pressure p
and axial elongation λz as applied during the experiments the changes in the output
parameters, inner radius r i and axial force N, were computed using (8.10) to (8.32)
as derived from the constitutive model. The initial material parameters G, k 1 , k2 and
β were obtained from literature (van Oijen, 2003). Using a weighted error function
the computed inner radius r im and axial force Nm were compared to the inner radius
rie and axial force Ne as measured during the experiments. By using a least squares
method that updated the material parameters with a Levenberg - Marquardt iteration
scheme (Flannery, 1988), the difference (or error) between the computed and mea-
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sured output parameters was minimized. This procedure, shown in figure 8.5, ends
when the error is less than 10−6 .

start

R i H 0 L 0 p t λz α

experiment

initial parameters

G k1 k2 β

wall model

r ie N e

update G k1 k2 β

rim Nm

error = w | (rim - r ie )| + (1-w)|(Nm - N e )|

error < 1 * 10

end

−6

G k1 k2 β

Figure 8.5: Schematic overview of the fit procedure with r ie and Ne , and rim and Nm
as the inner radius and axial force measured during the experiments and computed
using the constitutive model respectively.
During the computation of the material parameters of the arteries in normal state,
G, k1 , k2 , and β were updated. Although the mechanical characteristics of the wall
change when relaxing the smooth muscles cells, the angle in which the fibres are
embedded remains the same. Therefore, when computing the material parameters of
the arteries in relaxed state, β is fixated at the value found for the arteries in normal
state.

Sensitivity analysis
The accuracy of the determination of the geometrical parameters in these experiments
is limited. In physiological tests, an error less than 20% of the true value is acceptable (Pijls et al., 2002). However, this may influence the outcome of the numerical
description of the mechanical behaviour. Therefore, the sensitivity of the geometrical
and material parameters to a variation of 20% was tested for each single parameter
using a theoretical artery with standard geometrical parameters, Ri = 1 mm, H0 =
0.5 mm, L0 =20 mm, and λz = 1.1, during an inflation test. Here, the stress - free
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configuration is equal to the unloaded configuration so α = 0◦ . The initial material
parameters G, k 1 , k2 and β were 10 kPa, 250 Pa, 1, and 40◦ respectively. When
analysing the effects of a variation in the opening angle α, the optimal opening angle
(α = 140◦) as found by Valenta et al. (2002) was used. This same theoretical artery is
used to analyse the material parameter sets found by using the parameter estimation
algorithm.

8.4

Results

Procedural results
For all hearts, the time between the excision of the heart at the slaughterhouse and
connection of the LAD segment to the perfusion circuit of the in-vitro model was less
than 90 minutes. The coronary arterial segments harvested had an in-vivo length between 20 and 28 mm and the unloaded diameter ranged from 1.9 to 2.8 mm (table
8.1). Measuring geometrical parameters in the unloaded or stress-free configuration
was only partially successful. Wall thickness and inner radius could be determined by
using a vernier caliper. The thickness of the individual layers in the wall, media and
adventitia could not be determined. When cut axially, all vessels opened but did not
form a circular section. Therefore, it was not possible to determine the opening angle
properly. Furthermore, this indicated inhomogeneity of the tissue.

Table 8.1: Geometric dimensions.
artery
1
2
3
4
5

L 0 [mm]
17 ± 1
17 ± 1
12 ± 1
23 ± 1
24 ± 1

Ri [mm]
1 ± 0.2
1.4 ± 0.2
1.1 ± 0.2
1.1 ± 0.2
1.2 ± 0.2

H0 [mm]
0.5 ± 0.1
0.6 ± 0.1
0.5 ± 0.1
0.7 ± 0.1
0.5 ± 0.1

λz [-]
1.18
1.18
1.25
1.22
1.17

L 0 = ex-vivo length, Ri = unloaded diameter, H0 = wall thickness, and λz the axial strain
applied to regain in-vivo length l.

Although the changes in inner radius could be measured well by the wall tracking
system, determination of the changes in outer radius was limited by the connective
tissue still surrounding the artery. By assuming incompressible material behaviour the
changes in wall thickness were calculated by using the geometrical dimensions in the
unloaded situation and the changes in inner radius and axial strain during loading.
Because it was not possible to determine the opening angle it was assumed that the
unloaded configuration matched the stress-free configuration, α = 0 and r i | pi =0 =
Ri . van Oijen (2003) found that the effect on the computed material parameter sets
is small.
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Pressure - diameters relationships
In figure 8.6 and 8.7 the experimental data for the normal and relaxed situation with
the computed fit are given for the 5 arteries. The pressure as a function of the inner
radius is described well by the parameter sets found. On the other hand, the relationship between the changes in axial force and the inner radius is poorly described.
Furthermore, the pressure to inner radius relations show pure elastic behaviour. Only
small visco-elastic effects, like hysteresis, appeared. The material parameter sets that
describe the experimental results are outlined in table 8.2.

Table 8.2: Computed material parameters for five coronary arterial segments in a
normal and relaxed state.
artery
1
2
3
4
5

normal
G [kPa]
19
10
6.2
17
29

k 1 [kPa]
0.35
0.26
0.93
0.064
0.15

k 2 [-]
2.4
0.90
1.2
6.9
16

β [◦ ]
39
37
25
48
19

relaxed
G [kPa]
10
12
6.7
11
27

k 1 [kPa]
0.19
0.25
0.34
0.41
1.5

k 2 [-]
2.7
0.71
1.3
3.7
8.7

β [◦ ]
39
37
25
48
19

β was fixed to the value found for arteries in normal state, α=0, incompressible material.

Comparison of the measured pressure to inner radius relations of the normal and
relaxed state, shows that the arteries clearly dilated after adding a pharmacological
agent that relaxed the smooth muscle cells. For example, at physiological pressure
(10kPa) the inner radius of artery 2 increased from 2.45 to 2.57 mm (see figure
8.6). To obtain a better insight in this dilation response, the inner radius in relaxed
state is normalized to the inner radius in normal state at a physiological pressure of
10 kPa. For the five arteries in relaxed state the inner radius increased significantly
compared to the inner radius in normal state (P<0.07) (figure 8.8). Figure 8.9 shows
the distensibility of the arteries in normal or relaxed state at a pressure of 4 kPa and at
the physiological pressure of 13 kPa. At physiological pressures, the distensibility of
the arteries was on average 7 times lower than at low pressures. Although there was
a significant difference in the distensibility between the normal and relaxed arteries
at low pressures, there was no significant difference at physiological pressures.

Sensitivity analysis
The difference in described mechanical behaviour due to the variation in a single
material parameter is outlined in figure 8.10. A variation in G and k 1 had minimal
effects on the inner radius and axial force. However, an increase of 20% resulted in
a 4% decrease or 13% increase in inner radius at a physiological pressure of 13 kPa
for k2 and β, respectively. The description of the axial force was affected in the same
order of magnitude.
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In figure 8.11, the mechanical behaviour due to a variation of 20% in a single geometrical parameter is outlined. It is clear that an accurate meaurement of the inner
radius Ri and wall thickness H0 in the stress-free state is necessary because the description of the mechanical behaviour as a result of increased intraluminal pressure
is largely affected by small changes. At 13kPa, an increase of 20% resulted in a 15%
and 5% increase in inner radius for Ri and H0, respectively. Again, the description of
the axial force was affected in the same order of magnitude. For the parameters in
axial direction, only the strain λz is used in the computation so variation in the axial
length L 0 had no effect. A variation in the axial strain had only a small effect on the
inner radius but largely affected the description of the axial force. At a physiological
pressure of 13 kPa an decrease of 20% in λz resulted in a 50 % decrease in the axial
force.
The effects of a variation in the opening angle α are shown in figure 8.12. When the
residual stresses are taken into account (α is 70◦ or 140◦ ) the inner radius decreases
by 7% and 13% at a physiological pressure of 10kPa, respectively.
For more insight in the differences between the material parameter sets found by the
parameter estimation algorithm, the pressure to radius relations of the theoretical
artery (8.3) with these different material parameter sets (table 8.2) was computed.
Figure 8.13 shows mechanical behaviour of the theoretical artery as described by
the 10 different parameter sets. In the range of physiological pressure, 10 - 20 kPa,
the parameter sets that correspond with artery 1, 3, and 4, for both normal and
relaxed state, predict about the same change in inner radius as a result of changes in
intraluminal pressure. The maximum difference is found between the description of
artery 3 in normal state and artery 1 in relaxed state at an intraluminal pressure of
10 kPa and is not more than 0.17 mm. Compared to the inner radius of artery 3 in
normal state, the inner radius of artery 4 in relaxed state increased only 8% although
the material parameters, G, k 1 , k2 ,and β changed by 83%, -56%, 271% and 29%
respectively.

8.5

Discussion

The experiments were performed to obtain insight in the mechanical characteristics
of coronary arteries during inflation. In the past decades little experiments are done
on coronary arterial segments and on arterial tissue that is still metabolically active.
Here, the results of the experiments with fresh coronary arterial tissue are immediately used to decribe the mechanical behaviour by using a non-linear constitutive law.
Pressure to radius relations for arteries in normal or relaxed state were described well
by the non-linear elastic material model but the relation between axial force and radius was poorly described. The axial force was not measured sufficiently accurate.
The parameter estimation algorithm was most sensitive for the two material parameters that describe the non-linear behaviour of the collagen fibres, k 2 and β respectively. Errors in the measurements of the geometrical parameters, especially the inner
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radius, was of influence on the results. However, at a physiological pressure of 13 kPa
the difference between the inner radius described with a 20% variation in each single
parameter compared to the inner radius described by the standard value of each parameter was 15% or less. After analyzing the pressure to inner radius relations of the
arteries in normal or relaxed state, it became clear that by adding papaverin the inner
radius increases significantly (P<0.07). However, the distensibility did not change.
With some adjustments, the set-up that was developed for in-vitro culturing of arterial tissue, was suitable for measuring mechanical behaviour of small diameter vessels. The ART.LAB system provided good information about the inner diameter of the
tested artery. Unfortunately, the tracking of the outer diameter was influenced by out
of plane movement of the artery and the presence of side branches and connective tissue. Therefore, the changes in wall thickness during inflation could not be measured
accurately. By assuming incompressibility, this lack of information was overcome.
Furthermore, the absolute value of the axial force could not be measured but only
the change in axial force. In the fitting procedure, the change in the measured axial force due to inflation is compared to the change in axial force determined in the
computational model. In that model the arterial wall was described by a single layer
of fiber-reinforced material although anatomically the wall consists of two different
histological layers known to have different mechanical properties. However, it was
practically impossible to measure the thickness of the separate layers. Furthermore,
the number of material parameters in the constitutive law needs to be limited so it
was decided to describe the two histological layers as one. The geometrical parameters, like λz , Ri , and H0 could be determined with an accuracy of less than 20%.
Sensitivity analysis showed that by assuming α = 0◦ the difference in inner radius
compared to the inner radius as described with an optimal opening angle, as found in
literature (Valenta et al., 2002), was 13% at a physiological pressure of 13 kPa. It is
often assumed that the arterial wall adapts to achive a uniform circumferential stress
over the wall (Takamizawa and Hayashi, 1987; Fung, 1991) and that higher residual stresses result in lower stress gradients (Taber and Humphrey, 2001; Chuong and
Fung, 1986). An accurate determination of the residual stresses is necessary when
investigation stress levels in the arterial wall. Therefore, the assumption that the
stress-free configuration can be described by the unloaded configuration is too limited.
Looking at the pressure-radius relationships of the 5 arteries, it is clear that after
adding a pharmacological agent that prohibits vascular tone, the inner radius increased significantly at all pressure levels. This suggests that the vascular smooth
muscle tone contributes to the arterial wall mechanics which is consistent with results
described earlier (Dobrin, 1978; Greenwald et al., 1982; Fung, 1990). The arterial
wall would become less stiff when applying a dilating agent that relaxes the smooth
muscle cells. In some models this effect has already been incorporated (Rachev and
Hayashi, 1999; Zulliger et al., 2004). Unexpectedly, there was no significant difference in the distensibility of the artery in normal and relaxed state at physiological
pressures. This was also seen in the computed material parameter sets (table 8.2).
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The shear modulus G that represents the stiffness of the matrix did not change significantly. The change in inner radius as a result from the dilating agents was met by
adjusting the parameters that represent the stiffness of the collagen fibres, k 1 and k2 .
Looking at the material parameter sets in table 8.2 and the normalized pressure to radius relations in figure 8.8 it is shown that different material parameter sets describe
the more or less identical mechanical behaviour. This raises the question whether the
proposed constitutive model is physiologic as stated (Holzapfel et al., 2000) or that it
is phenomenological like most others presented in the past.
In summary, it can be concluded that the mechanical characteristics of living coronary arteries under physiological loads can be measured in our in-vitro model. The
constitutive model as proposed by Holzapfel is sufficient to describe the pressure to
inner radius relation during a standard inflation test. The axial force as a result of
intraluminal pressure cannot be measured well. Given the accuracy of the measurements, the constitutive model is phenomenological and not physiological when using
only one loading protocol. Physiological interpretation of the material parameters is
hampered. To obtain a unique set of physiological material parameters a combination of loading protocols will be mandatory in order to link mechanical properties to
changes in morphology and metabolic or mitotic activity due to interventions.
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Discussion and conclusions
The main goal of this project was to design and apply an in-vitro model to study the
effects on the coronary wall of interventional techniques, like PTCA or brachytherapy.
Several methods were used to visualize the changes in metabolic activity, proliferation
and morphology. Additional information about the changes in mechanical behaviour
then can be used to develop a mechano-biological adaptation model that predicts the
effects of interventions. Therefore, this same in-vitro model was also made suitable
to characterize mechanical behaviour of the coronary arteries. The present chapter
discusses the methods and techniques that have been used, the achieved results and
their implications, as well as recommendations for future research. Finally, the overall
conclusions that can be drawn from this study are summarized.

9.1

In-vitro culturing device

The device to culture arterial tissue in-vitro was presented in chapter 2 (figure 2.3).
As mentioned, in-vitro models are less costly and more easily controlled than in-vivo
models. Porcine coronary arterial segments were used because that arterial tissue was
available in large quantities at the slaughterhouse and immediately after the animal’s
death. Moreover, it was preferred to perform these studies in coronary arterial tissue.
Most other researchers have used larger arteries, like the carotid or iliac, although the
majority of catheter-based interventions in conscious humans is performed on coronary arteries, especially the left anterior descending coronary artery. The important
differences of the device compared to existing devices, was the possibility to apply dynamic axial elongation, the ability to perform cardiac interventions, and to measure
mechanical characteristics. A disadvantage of the use of coronary arteries was leakage of side branches that could not be eliminated always. Consequently, the applied
pressure was low. Moreover, the viscosity of the perfusion medium was lower than
that of blood. This resulted in intraluminal pressures and wall shear stresses that were
significantly lower than the physiological values. This might have affected the morphology and metabolic activity of the arterial wall and the cells therein. Furthermore,
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it is not clear whether the arterial wall is completely intact when placed in the in-vitro
model, especially with respect to the endothelium. In-vivo, the endothelial cells form
a confluent layer at the luminal side of the internal elastic lamina. Those cells can
be lost during excision resulting in a partially or complete de-endothelialized lumen.
This may have affected the arterial wall response. The measured metabolic activity
and proliferation gave insight in the global response of the vascular cells. To predict
the impact of treatments like balloon angioplasty knowledge about the effects on different cell types is necessary e.g., it is necessary to know whether the proliferating
cells are really smooth muscle cells, like in the restenosis process, or fibroblasts that
overgrow the in-vitro culture. Although a clear response to angioplasty is already seen
after 5 days, in-vivo the response takes several weeks to months. Here, the culturing
time is limited because of logistic, technical, and microbiological reasons. Besides
these limitations, the experiments that were performed with this in-vitro model gave
a first insight in the arterial wall response.

9.2

Experiments

The methods used to evaluate changes over time were standard histological techniques, the MTT assay and the BrdU assay. Despite the fact that the arterial tissue
could only be evaluated at two instances in time, just after excision and at the end
of the experiment and that the availability of the tissue was limited, the combination
of those methods provided sufficient information about the arterial viability and wall
structure to study the response to in-vitro culturing and to coronary interventions like
regular balloon angioplasty and brachytherapy. The LCX taken from the same heart as
the studied LAD could be used as a static control because both the metabolic activity
and proliferation measured in these arterial segments did not differ significantly when
the same culturing protocol was applied (chapter 4 and 5). In chapters 5, 6, and 7, the
results of 3 different experiments were evaluated. At first, the difference in reaction
to 3 days versus 7 days of static or dynamic culturing of the porcine coronary arteries
was determined. Second, the influence of regular balloon angioplasty, and third the
effects of brachytherapy was studied. An overview of the resulting metabolic activity
and proliferation is given in figure 9.1 and 9.2 respectively, and table 9.1.
After 7 days of dynamic culturing the metabolic activity increased significantly compared to the activity just after excision. Whether the metabolic activity at t=0h is
representative for the in-vivo situation cannot be discerned from this study. During
excision, the arterial tissue is exposed to a non-physiological environment that may
have decreased or increased the metabolic activity of the vascular cells. On the other
hand, dynamic culturing clearly activates the cells more than static culturing only as
is also shown in the proliferation results. It appears that dynamic culturing is beneficial for the viability of in-vitro cultured arterial segments but again it remains unclear
whether the measured metabolic activity reflects an increase in comparison with the
in-vivo situation or that due to in-vitro culturing other reactions like matrix remodeling or extensive fibroblast-growth cause the increase. Although the metabolic activity
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Figure 9.1: Mean absolute metabolic activity represented by formazan absorption
normalized to tissue weight at t=168h for the protocols as described in chapter 4, 5,
6, and 7. The absorption measurements at t=0h are taken as 100%. The colours that
represents the different protocols are outlined in the legend: 0 = just after excision,
stat72 = statically cultured for 72h, dyn72 = dynamically cultured for 72h, stat168
= statically cultured for 168h, dyn168 = dynamically cultured for 168h, dyntreat =
dynamically cultured for 168h with treatment after 48h (balloon angioplasty in chapter 6 and balloon angioplasty followed by brachytherapy in chapter 7). ∗ indicates
a significant difference compared to t=0h and # indicates a significant difference
between the two columns (both P<0.05).
in the statically cultured segments increased as well, the histology studies revealed
that the arterial wall structure had changed. The circumferential alignment of the
smooth muscle cells in the media disappeared and there was less collagen present.
The morphology of the arterial wall of the dynamically cultured segment was still intact after 7 days. This implicates that the loads applied are beneficial for the arterial
wall structure although they were significantly smaller than the in-vivo mechanical
loads. Although the proliferation after 24h or 168h of static culturing did not differ, it
increased significantly when compared to the in-vivo situation. Again, the reason for
this increase is not clear. Some possible explanations are that it is a reaction to the
absence of endothelial cells or it can be triggered by the presence of growth factors
in the culture medium. After 168h, the proliferation in the dynamically cultured arterial segment increased significantly more compared to static culturing. This can only
be caused by the mechanical loads that are applied. Although dynamic in-vitro culturing clearly changed the metabolic and proliferative state of the arterial segments,
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Figure 9.2: Mean cell proliferation represented as the number of proliferating cells as
a percentage of the total number of cells for the protocols as described in chapter 5, 6,
and 7. The colours that represents the different protocols are outlined in the legend:
stat24 = statically cultured for 24h, stat168 = statically cultured for 168h, dyn168 =
dynamically cultured for 168h, dyntreat = dynamically cultured for 168h with treatment after 48h (balloon angioplasty in chapter 6 and balloon angioplasty followed
by brachytherapy in chapter 7. ∗ indicates a significant difference compared to t=0h
and # indicates a significant difference between the two columns (both P<0.05).
the in-vitro model was found suitable for the determining the short-term response to
interventions because tissue viability and arterial wall structure were maintained.
Balloon angioplasty significantly increased proliferation although it did not change
the metabolic activity. This implicates that an increase in proliferation does not necessarily result in an increased metabolic activity. Furthermore, the proliferating cells
were mainly located at the luminal side of the media, near the internal elastic lamina,
which suggests that the increased proliferation was due to the high local mechanical
loads as applied during angioplasty. This proliferation resulted in local thickening
of the media, neo-media formation. Although there were no signs of intimal hyperplasia, the response to balloon angioplasty corresponded with the mechanism seen
in the development of restenosis; increased proliferation of vascular cells near the
intima resulting in local narrowing of the lumen. As expected, this response was
inhibited by irradiation applied during brachytherapy. The sharp increase in proliferation as a result of balloon angioplasty was completely inhibited by the locally applied
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Table 9.1: Overview of the metabolic activity and proliferation as determined in
coronary arterial segments treated with 7 different protocols.
protocol
t, hours
culturing method
treatment

1
0

2
72
stat

3
72
dyn

4
168
stat

5
168
dyn

MA, %
ch. 4
ch. 5
ch. 6
ch. 7

100
100
100
100

107±53
227±104

134±79

129±66

202±61
179±41
128±18

154±53

prol., %
ch. 5
ch. 6
ch. 7

0.7±0.7
1.2±0.8
2.3±0.6

7.7±4.2
9.4±6.4
10.1±3.1

18.8±4.2

0.8±0.3

6
168
dyn
BA

7
168
dyn
BA-BT

105±29

7.9±0.1

stat = normal static culturing, dyn = in-vitro dynamic culturing, BA = balloon angioplasty, BT =
brachytherapy, MA = metabolic activity (absorption compared to t=0h), prol. = percentage of proliferating
cells relative to the total number of cells.

β-radiation. The metabolic activity of the cultured arterial segments did increase or
decrease as compared just after excision so the increase resulting from in-vitro culturing was inhibited too. This can only be caused by the ionizing radiation that, as
mentioned in chapter 7, has an immediate cell killing effect and caused alterations in
the reproductive cell cycle.

9.3

Mechanical characterization

Knowledge about mechanical behaviour and adaptation of coronary arteries is important to better understand the cause of disease or the impact of cardiological interventions. Also, in the construction of tissue-engineered blood vessels, detailed knowledge
of mechanical characteristics may play an important role. Here, a first insight in the
mechanical behaviour of freshly excised coronary arterial tissue cultured under physiological conditions is given. A segment of an artery was inflated and elongated in
axial direction while simultaneously measuring the intraluminal pressure, the axial
force and the inner diameter. Additionally, the smooth muscle cells present in the
arterial segment were inactivated thereby simulating an arterial wall in relaxed state.
The stress - strain relationships found in the experiments were described by using a
mathematical model based on a non-linear elastic description of a fiber reinforced
matrix material; the arterial wall with collagen fibres embedded. Accurate measurements of the applied loads and geometrical parameters were necessary to compute
the material parameters used in the mathematical model. The resulting pressure to
inner radius relations were most sensitive for the values of the inner radius and wall
thickness, geometrical parameters, and for the material parameters that described the
stiffness and direction of the embedded fibres. These results show that after adding
a pharmacological agent that inhibits vascular tone, the inner radius increased sig-
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nificantly at all pressure levels which suggests that vascular tone contributes to the
arterial wall mechanics. The distensibility of the coronary artery does not change
when the smooth muscle cells are inactivated.
Although the proposed model is sufficient in describing the measured mechanical
behaviour, given the accuracy of the measurements the estimated material parameter sets are not unique thereby suggesting that the constitutive framework is still
phenomenological. A unique set of material parameters may be found when a combination of loading protocols is used in the parameter estimation algorithm. This is
mandatory for the further development of a mechano-biological adaptation model
in which the changes in mechanical properties are linked to changes in morphology,
metabolic or mitotic activity due to interventions.

9.4

Conclusions

In this thesis, the short term effects of cardiological interventions on the coronary
arterial wall were examined. For that purpose, an in-vitro model was developed to
culture arterial segments and to investigate the response to injury. In this in-vitro
model, all physiological loads could be mimicked. From the experiments in this invitro model as performed in this thesis, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• Arterial segments can be cultured in this model under physiological conditions
up to 168h after excision.
• The in-vitro model is suitable for applying cardiological interventions like balloon angioplasty and brachytherapy and for measuring mechanical behaviour
of arterial segments.
• The MTT assay and the BrdU assay can be used to examine the metabolic and
proliferative effects of interventions in the in-vitro cultured coronary arteries.
• Dynamic in-vitro culturing increases metabolic activity and the number of proliferating cells significantly when compared to static culturing.
• Dynamic in-vitro culturing shows significantly less morphological degradation
when compared to static culturing of arterial segments.
• Balloon angioplasty does not increase metabolic activity within five days after
treatment but it significantly increased the number of proliferating cells. These
cells are mainly located at the intimal side of the arterial wall. There are signs
of neomedia-formation in our model.
• Brachytherapy following balloon angioplasty decreases metabolic activity within
five days after treatment and inhibits the number of proliferating cells after balloon angioplasty only.
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Future directions

With respect to future studies the following should be considered:
• To apply these results in evaluating interventional techniques in-vivo in conscious humans, further experiments studying the reaction of the different cell
types in the arterial wall, should be performed and the period of culturing
should be prolonged.
• The mechanical behaviour of the coronary arterial wall in terms of stress - strain
relations with smooth muscle cells in normal or relaxed state does not significantly differ at physiological pressure. Only the inner radius increases.
• To apply these results to the construction of tissue-engineered blood vessels, a
more complete description of the mechanical characteristics is necessary and
should be incorporated in a mathematical model.
Our future goal is to predict the impact of different cardiological interventions on
the arterial wall. For that purpose, it was important to be able to measure the cellular and structural changes in the arterial wall and changes of the overall mechanical
behaviour. In this thesis, methods to evaluate the response to interventions are developed and a global first insight in the cellular and structural changes is given. More
experiments with brachytherapy are needed to conclude on significance. In future
research, using immunohistochemical antibodies like von Willebrand factor or antiα-SMC-actin, the different cell types should be identified resulting in more specific
knowledge about cell type reaction. The changes in mechanical behaviour after a cardiological intervention, like balloon angioplasty, need to be determined immediately
after treatment or after several days. Knowledge about the response on mechanical
level may lead to the development of a mechano-biological adaptation model which
predicts the impact of interventions on the arterial wall. This model could be used
for the optimization of these intervention techniques. How can the measured characteristics give insight into the state arterial tissue is in. Is it a healthy or pathological
arterial wall? And can adjustments to the protocols of the interventional techniques
lead to minimalization of the negative consequences, like restenosis or arterial wall
ruptures? These are the main questions to be answered in future research possibly
based on the work presented in this thesis.
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Samenvatting
Als gevolg van een cardiologische interventie, zoals ballonangioplastiek, ter behandeling van een stenose (vernauwing) in slagaders, zullen verschillende biologische
veranderingen in de wand van het behandelde bloedvat plaatsvinden. In veel gevallen
kunnen deze veranderingen leiden tot restenose en het effect van de behandeling
sterk doen verminderen. Brachytherapie is een lokale bestraling van de vaatwand en
wordt gezien als een mogelijkheid om de veranderingen in de vaatwand te beı̈nvloeden en het negatieve effect van angioplastiek te verminderen. Om de adaptieve processen die hierbij een rol spelen beter te begrijpen en het effect van angioplastiek
en brachytherapie te kunnen voorspellen, is er behoefte aan een mechano-biologisch
adaptatiemodel ter beschrijving van de cellulaire, morfologische en mechanische respons van de vaatwand. Voordat een dergelijk adaptatiemodel ontwikkeld kan worden, moet deze respons van de vaatwand eerst in kaart gebracht en gekwantificeerd
worden. In deze studie is ervoor gekozen om de mechano-biologische adaptatie van
de vaatwand te bestuderen in een in-vitro model. In een dergelijk model kan een uitgeprepareerd segment van een arterie langere tijd in leven worden gehouden door
het in te klemmen in een experimentele opstelling waarin de relevante fysiologische omstandigheden zoals temperatuur, metabole samenstelling, bloeddruk, bloedstroom en wandrek zo goed mogelijk worden gehandhaafd. In deze studie is eerst een
dergelijk in-vitro model voor het kweken van arteriële segmenten ontworpen en is gebruik gemaakt van kransslagaders die zijn vrijgeprepareerd van varkensharten die zijn
verkregen uit een slachthuis. Daarnaast zijn methoden ontwikkeld om de cellulaire
en morfologische toestand van het arterieel weefsel kwantitatief te bepalen. Deze
methoden zijn gebruikt om de biologische karakteristieken van de vaatwand voor en
na respons ten gevolge van een cardiologische interventie te bestuderen. Hiertoe is
eerst een aantal experimenten gedaan waarin het model is getest en waarin is bepaald
of de toestand van de arteriële segmenten na verblijf in de opstelling zonder cardiologische interventie nog vergelijkbaar is met de toestand net na het vrijprepareren. In
de daarop volgende experimenten is een deel van de gekweekte arteriële segmenten
behandeld met ballonangioplastiek, wel of niet meteen gevolgd door brachytherapie.
Tenslotte is, om te onderzoeken of de gevonden resultaten kunnen worden vertaald
in een mechano-biologisch adaptatiemodel, het in-vitro model gebruikt om de mechanische eigenschappen van de arteriële segmenten, met gladde spiercellen in normale
of volledig ontspannen staat, te bepalen.
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Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een beknopte introductie waarin de anatomie van de vaatwand,
de pathologie van atherosclerose, de behandelmethoden, klinische interventies en de
specifieke karakteristieken van, en problemen die gerelateerd zijn aan deze interventies worden beschreven.
Het in-vitro model dat is ontwikkeld wordt uitvoerig beschreven in hoofdstuk 2,
tesamen met het protocol dat is gebruikt om de arteriële segmenten te prepareren
en verzorgen. De grootste tekortkoming van het model is dat de circumferentiële rek
en de wandschuifspanning die op de vaatwand worden uitgeoefend als gevolg van
de bloeddruk en bloedstroom, relatief laag zijn ten opzichte van de in-vivo situatie.
Dit kan de cellulaire processen die hier bestudeerd worden beı̈nvloed hebben. Toch
is aangenomen dat het hier gepresenteerde model de fysiologische omstandigheden
voldoende imiteert. De globale respons ten gevolge van cardiologische interventies
kan bestudeerd worden door het testen van de functionaliteit en metabole activiteit
van de cellen in de vaatwand, door het bestuderen van de morfologie van de vaatwand en door de mechanische eigenschappen te karakteriseren.
Hoofdstuk 3 leert dat de standaard functietesten niet succesvol waren voor varkenskransslagaders. Ook is aangetoond dat testen die gebaseerd zijn op visualisatie door
middel van fluorescentie niet geschikt zijn, vanwege de autofluorescentie van elastine dat aanwezig is in de vaatwand. Bij de in deze studie gebruikte histologische
testen (H&E, Masson Trichrome) worden de verschillende componenten in de arteriële wand, zoals cellen, kernen en collageen aangekleurd. In cellen die metabool
actief zijn, wordt een tetrazoliumzout (MTT) omgezet in een ander zout, formazan.
Door de concentratie formazan te meten, wordt de metabole activiteit van de cellen
in het arteriële segment bepaald. Cellen die in deling zijn, incorporeren BrdU in het
nieuwgevormde DNA. Met immunohistochemische technieken zijn deze nieuwgevormde cellen te visualiseren. Geconcludeerd wordt dat er voldoende informatie over de
respons van de vaatwand te verkrijgen is uit histologi-sche morfologie testen (H&E,
Masson Trichrome), colorimetrische metabole activiteit testen (MTT) en proliferatie
testen (BrdU).
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt beschreven hoe specifiek en nauwkeurig de MTT test is. Daarnaast wordt aangetoond dat de linker circumflex kransslagader (LCX) gebruikt mag
worden als controle voor de linker anterieur dalende kransslagader (LAD). Uit de
MTT test volgt dat de biologische variantie minder was dan 20%. De LCX had
dezelfde respons op drie verschillende manieren van kweken als de LAD. Hieruit is
geconcludeerd dat de LCX als statische controle mag dienen voor de dynamisch invitro gekweekte LAD.
De effecten van in-vitro kweken zijn beschreven in hoofdstuk 5. Hiertoe zijn de
veranderingen in metabole activiteit ten gevolge van 72 uur kweken bepaald. Verrassend genoeg was de metabole activiteit in de statisch gekweekte LCX hoger dan
in de dynamische gekweekte LAD. Toen de kweekperiode verlengd werd tot 168 uur,
was dit andersom: de LAD toonde een significant hogere metabole activiteit. Het
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blijft onduidelijk of de gemeten metabole activiteit overeenkomt met de activiteit invivo. In dezelfde proefstukjes zijn ook de veranderingen in morfologie en proliferatie
bepaald. De structuur van de vaatwand was beter intact bij de dynamisch gekweekte
LAD dan bij de statisch gekweekte LCX. Dit is hoogstwaarschijnlijk het gevolg van het
verschil in de opgelegde mechanische belasting. Bovendien is aangetoond dat de proliferatie van de cellen in de vaatwand verhoogd is door het in-vitro kweken vergeleken
met de in-vivo situatie, zowel statisch als dynamisch. Het dynamisch gekweekte weefsel bevatte duidelijk meer nieuwe cellen dan het statisch gekweekte weefsel.
In hoofdstuk 6, wordt een dynamisch gekweekt arterieel segment behandeld met
ballonangioplastiek. Dit zorgde niet voor veranderingen in metabole activiteit in
vergelijking met onbehandelde segmenten maar wel voor een verdrievoudiging van
het aantal prolifererende cellen. De nieuwe cellen waren voornamelijk gesitueerd aan
de binnenzijde van de media, tegen de interne elastische lamina aan en resulteerden
zelfs in lokale verdikking van de media (neo-mediaformatie). Daardoor ontstond een
plaatselijke afname in doorstroomoppervlakte van het bloed; een situatie die wellicht
kan worden gezien als een aanzet tot restenose.
In hoofdstuk 7 wordt beschreven dat de extreme toename in proliferatie als gevolg
van ballonangioplastiek kan worden tegengegaan als angioplastiek meteen gevolgd
wordt door brachytherapie. Er zijn na brachytherapie geen grote aantallen nieuwe
cellen geı̈dentificeerd aan de binnenzijde van de media. Ook was er een afname in
metabole activiteit van de cellen reeds aanwezig in de vaatwand.
In het laatste deel van deze studie zijn de mechanische eigenschappen van de varkenskransslagaders bepaald. Dit is beschreven in hoofdstuk 8. De druk-diameterrelaties
van het arteriële segment werden gemeten met zowel actieve als ontspannen gladde
spiercellen in de vaatwand. De mechanische eigenschappen, weergegeven door de
distensibiliteit, waren onder fysiologische drukken niet verschillend voor deze twee
situaties. De druk-diameter relaties zijn beschreven met een constitutief model waarin
de arterie is gemodelleerd als een distensibele dikwandige buis, die bestaat uit een
vezelversterkt matrixmateriaal. Ondanks dat dit model gepresenteerd is als microstructureel, blijkt dat met de gegeven nauwkeurigheid van de metingen en het gebruik
van één enkel belastingsprotocol, de berekende materiaalparameters niet uniek zijn.
De fysiologische interpretatie van materiaalparameters, een toekomstige ontwikkeling van bijbehorende mechano-biologische adaptatiemodellen, is daardoor nog geen
eenvoudige procedure.
In conclusie: Het hier ontwikkelde in-vitro model is geschikt voor het bestuderen van
de reactie van de vaatwand op cardiologische interventies. De protocollen en methoden geven kwalitatieve en kwantitatieve informatie over de metabole en mitotische
activiteit van de cellen in het vaatwand ondanks dat er nog geen specifieke informatie over de individuele celtypes verkregen kon worden. De globale veranderingen
in metabole activiteit, morfologie en proliferatie geven een eerste inzicht op de effecten van in-vitro kweken en op de respons op verwondingen die ontstaan zijn bij
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ballonangioplastiek of brachytherapie en zullen de basis vormen voor de ontwikkeling
van een adaptatiemodel dat een eerste voorspelling van de impact van interventies
op de vaatwand kan geven. Studies waarin de kweekperiode verlengd wordt en de
specifieke respons van de verschillende celtypen bepaald wordt zijn nodig om het
mechano-biologisch adaptatiemodel verder te ontwikkelen.
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